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AGENDA 
10/26/2022 

Location:  Thunderbolt Room 

Meeting Link 

9:00 AM Call to Order 

9:02 AM Approval of 07/20/2022 Meeting Minutes [Action Item] 

9:05 AM Election of Officers [Action Item] 

9:10 AM Division Business 
1. Electrical Program Report
2. NOV Activity Report

9:30 AM Board Business 
1. Summary of Written Comments Re: Proposed Rules
2. Vote to send the Proposed Rules to a Pending Status [Action Item]
3. Schedule 2023 Meeting Dates
4. Open Meeting Law Training

12:00 PM Approximate Adjournment 

All times, other than the beginning are approximate and scheduled according to Mountain Time (MT). The order in which items appear on the 
agenda is subject to change without further notice.  If auxiliary aids or services are needed for individuals with disabilities, please contact the 
Board office at 208-332-7137   10/17/2022rb 
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IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

  Agenda Item    Approval of Minutes 

PRESENTER: Chairman 

OBJECTIVE: Approve the July 20, 2022 Board Meeting Minutes 

ACTION: Consent 

BACKGROUND: 

PROCEDURAL 
HISTORY: 

ATTACHMENTS: Draft Minutes of the July 20, 2022, Idaho Electrical Board Meeting 
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July 20, 2022 ELE Regular/Neg. Rulemaking Meeting Page 1 of 8 

Minutes of July 20, 2022 

Board Members Todd Feusier Division Staff: Michael Hyde  
Present: Rick Stark Tim Frost 

Jim Swier Yvonne Dunbar 
Greg Eagy Bryan Mulleneaux 
Jim Marchetti Andy Rose 
Casey Wilson Jessica Spoja 

Molly Hamilton 
Board Members Chad Fields Linda Pratzner 
Absent: Carlotta Zito 

The meeting was called to order at 9:03 a.m. by Rick Stark. 

Roll Call & Introductions 
Introduced was the new Licensing and Program Manager. 

New Building Information 
Discussed was the layout of the new building. 

Election of Officers 
The Governor’s office is working on appointments for two vacant positions on the Board.  The 
topic “Election of Officers” to be placed on the agenda for the next meeting. 

Electrical Permitting and Inspection Report 
Provided was a table on the total number of electrical permits and electrical inspections completed 
for the past three fiscal years. 

Compliance and Notice of Violation Report 
Presented was the Electrical Notice of Violation Report. 

Approval of NASCLA’s Electrical Licensing Exam 
DOPL would like to explore standardized national journeyman and master exams.  Discussion 
ensued regarding passing scores and the need for a more flexible rule if an exam is adopted.  The 
Idaho state exam was discussed and information on NASCLA’s exam was presented. 

MOTION: A motion was made and seconded to accept NASCLA’s exam.  Motion carried 
unanimously. 

State of Idaho 
Division Of Occupational and Professional Licenses 
Idaho Electrical Board 

BRAD LITTLE 
Governor 

RUSSELL BARRON 
Administrator 

11341 W Chinden Blvd. 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0063 
(208) 332-3433
dopl.idaho.gov
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IDAPA Rule Examination Score Requirements 
There was a lengthy discussion on whether the passing score should be 70% or 75% for the 
appropriate license or certification to be issued.  It was suggested language be changed from  
“required to achieve a minimum of 75% exam scores…” to “required to achieve a passing 
score…”. 

MOTION:  A motion was made and seconded to allow DOPL to accept a passing score of 70% 
for the journeyman exam and leave the passing score at 75% for the master exam.  Motion carried 
unanimously. 

Zero Based Regulation (ZBR) IDAPA 24.39.10 Rules of Idaho Electrical Board 
Deputy Administrator Frost addressed the process and purpose of the Zero Based Regulation.  
Incorporated in the document were comments received by the Board from Negotiated Rulemaking 
hearings.  The goal is to clarify or create flexibility and remove duplicative wording to regulate 
safe electrical installations in Idaho. 

The first three sections of the rule are standard of what is seen in any rule chapter.  

000 – Legal Authority – Title 67, Chapter 26, Idaho Code, and Title 62, Chapter 94, Idaho Code, 
were added pursuant to negotiated hearing comments.   

002 – Incorporation by Reference – Removed as the language is duplicative of statute. 

002.03 – Recognized License – Removed as the language is duplicative of Section 67-9409, Idaho 
Code, and Rule 100.   

003.012 – Temporary Installations Connected Prior to Inspection – Deputy Administrator asked 
the Board for context on this section.  Board Member Stark supports leaving this section in as it 
pertains to power supply companies.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated that Idaho Code 54-
1005(3) requires a permit be pulled for temporary installations; thus, questioned whether this rule 
is necessary.  Acting Chairman Stark stated what is not detailed in statute is the sentence, “Any 
contractor energizing a temporary service prior to inspection shall assume full responsibility for 
the installation of the temporary service.”  For now, this section will remain in rule. 

004.01 – Residential Permits – The goal is to group specific permit types to make it more user 
friendly to pull permits.  The fee for most inspections is $65.00.  Acting Chairman Stark suggested 
having a user guide for pulling permits.  Deputy Administrator Frost agreed and stated comments 
have been received regarding Section b – Residential Dwelling Unit language.  Based on 
negotiated hearing comments, it was suggested to revert to the terminology of “dwelling unit”. 

004.02.d – Small Works Permit – Originally, it was suggested to delete this section.  Comments 
were received that this section is relevant; therefore, reverted back to the original text.   
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004.05 – Virtual Inspection Request – Comments were received about keeping the virtual 
inspection fee at $65 rather than $45.  Acting Chairman Stark agreed the fee should stay at $65 
since the same service is being rendered. 

004.17 – Refunds of Permits – It is suggested this language be removed from rule because refunds 
differ based upon circumstances.  Acting Chairman Stark agreed with striking this language and 
suggested DOPL retain a small portion of the cost to cover the expense of refunding a permit. 

SUBCHAPTER A – ELECTRICAL LICENSING AND REGISTRATION 
100 – Licensure History – Removed as the language is duplicative of Section 67-9409, Idaho Code. 

101.03 – License – The application process is in statute.  The application and fee for a license is 
valid for 365 days.  Statute authority does not support this rule. 

101 – Journeyman and Master Electrician Continuing Education and 102 Apprentice Continuing 
Training – Acting Chairman Stark stated the intent of the Board was to not allow an apprentice to 
work their entire career as an apprentice.  If an electrical apprentice chooses not to pursue a 
journeyman license, they need to take classes to stay up to date on skills and codes.  Deputy 
Administrator Frost clarified the piece being worked on is historical; what has happened, what 
have been the changes in rule, what the statute gives the Board the authority to do, is there a way 
to blend it or not.  In doing so, Deputy Administrator Frost petitioned the Board to advise the 
Division on the next steps.  Anytime there is a scenario where changes to the framework on how 
to regulate something, the Division needs feedback from the Board on how to handle the next 
steps.  There are a number of different pathways to consider.  Acting Chairman Stark asked 
whether the Board has the authority to change this requirement.  Legal Counsel, Yvonne Dunbar, 
explained that looking at statute and the different requirements for renewal, it talks about proof of 
satisfaction of applicable apprentice and specialty training instruction and work requirements as 
established by the Electrical Board.  It does not mention continuing education.  Rather than tying 
apprentices to continuing education it talks about continuation training.  There is instruction 
through schooling but there is the other avenue of just doing the on-the-job work and training.  
Supervision is required by journeymen and masters.  This should be taken into consideration why 
the legislature utilized a different phrase.  Jeremy Redman, IBEW 291, stated it hit him between 
the eyes that the eight-year guys don’t have to do anything.  It’s just those that took apprenticeship 
training.  Deputy Administrator Frost replied currently, we have a licensure pathway that is not a 
part of CTE at all.  Part of this is we have to apply what the statute says to all of our licensure 
pathways.  Legal Counsel stated this is part of the reason why continuation training is different 
from continuing education and does not think it was the intent for those individuals who went to 
school to complete continuing education courses in addition to, but rather continue the work 
experience training.  Further discussion ensued regarding the pathway to licensure requirements 
and the historical education requirement for license renewal.  Executive Hyde stated that 
historically we need to take into account that this was pre-CE when talking about continuation 
training.  Audience member James Smith stated when the one-year renewal was effective, and 
registration was expiring for a registered apprentice in state school or an IBEW/JATC 
apprenticeship, a notification would be sent saying the apprentice was attending school and the 
continuation of their training.  If it was an apprentice that was no longer in school and wasn’t 
getting any formal education or any of the code updates, then they had to take the eight hours of 
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NFPA 70E training and 16 hours of continuing education of code.  Acting Chairman Stark stated 
the Board has always wanted to see apprentices that are not in a school program continue their 
education, training, or both.  That has always been the intent.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated 
the comments from Mr. Redman and Mr. Smith are very relevant.  We have no disagreements nor 
arguments there.  We have three different scenarios of apprentices:  1) Registered/enrolled in a 
program, 2) Registered but not enrolled in a program, or 3) Registered and has completed the 
apprenticeship education program and needs to pass the journeyman examination.  What is before 
you today is the statute and legislative history of continuation training, continuing education, and 
Idaho Code 54-1007.  The scenario of the apprentice registered but not enrolled in a program isn’t 
clearly detailed and there is not a pathway to require continuation training for an apprentice without 
being enrolled in a program.  Acting Chairman Stark asked for this topic to be further discussed at 
a future meeting.  Mr. Smith commented that people that have the 16,000 hours, and the Board’s 
intent on having them do a little bit of code, 16 hours of code, if they wanted to take the journeyman 
exam, if they haven’t looked at the code book in two or three cycles, they would be hard pressed 
to know what is on the exam.  Mr. Smith believes it was the Board’s intent to try to keep people 
familiar with a good avenue to keep them refreshed and dabbling in the code for at least 16 hours. 
Acting Chairman Stark agreed that was the intent of the Board.  Before moving to the next rule, 
Deputy Administrator Frost stated that after the packet was sent to the Board, public email 
comments were received, with two or three of them addressing this rule.  All comments will be in 
the next Board packet. 

103 – Examination and License – The goal is to simplify language in this section. 

104 – Limited Electrical Installer – Aligning language with statute.  There were no significant 
changes. 

105 – Master Electrician – One piece not detailed in statute is an allowance.  Someone that is 
currently holding a masters license is not required to hold a journeyman license.  

106 – Electrical Contractor and Limited Electrical Contractor – Deputy Administrator Frost stated 
this section is related to quite a bit of history.  Going back to rule changes in 2007 & 2008 related 
to contractor requirements, the rule changes were not spurred by statute.  Deputy Administrator 
Frost read in part Section 54-1010(1), Idaho Code, “Any electrical contractor who works as a 
journeyman electrician, as herein defined, shall be required to have a journeyman electrician’s 
license or master electrician’s license …”  The requirement to hire a journeyman has been in place 
since the early 1990s and 1980s.  There was no legislative change in 2007 that spurred the Board’s 
decision to then change to requiring the employment to a master electrician for an electrical 
contractor.  It wasn’t until 2018 that a bill was run by the Division of Building Safety through the 
legislature that added the language journeyman electrician or master.  The draft language aligns 
this section with what is written in statute.  Based on feedback received, some individuals are fully 
supportive of the master’s requirement while others believe it should be journeymen only.  There 
are varying opinions on who the electrical contractors should have to hire.  The statute says 
journeyman or master electrician.  Audience member Daryl Nelson commented that going back to 
what it takes for a contractors license, the testing requirements that are established for a contractors 
license needs to be addressed on top of this.  The contractors examination needs to be updated. 
The test that consists of 80 questions will be a lot harder and needs to be addressed.  Audience 
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member Jeff Fitzloff provided history and stated when the master requirement was established in 
2007 or 2008, he was informed that in statute they had to leave it as journeyman and master.  There 
was discussion about whether to put in a grandfathering clause.  They were informed that they had 
to set the master requirement in rule.  Acting Chairman Stark asked for clarification that the statute 
says journeyman or master electrician.  Deputy Administrator Frost confirmed that is correct. 

106.1.2 – Electrical Contracting Work.  A portion of this section looks at what is considered 
contracting work, which is in statute.  There is an element of this rule that is related to civil 
penalties and the Board’s authority over contractor advertising, which has been brought up at 
negotiated hearings.  Similarly, Idaho Code 54-1014, Subsection 2, already specifies what the 
revocation requirements are for a contractors license.  To renew a license, all outstanding fees must 
be paid.  One of the questions received during negotiated hearings is whether we can also require 
that they cannot pull additional permits if there is an outstanding fine.   

107 – Journeyman Electrician Performing Limited Electrical Installations – Removed as the 
language is duplicative of statute. 

Rule 108 – Facility Accounts – Removed as the language is duplicative of statute. 

SUBCHAPTER B – LIMITED ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS 
No changes have been made to this section.   There has been discussion by the Idaho Rural 
Groundwater Association about some of their needs, adding a new limited electrical license and 
bringing it to the Board or make an adjustment to how it is currently written.   

150 – License Requirements – Deputy Administrator Frost stated there is nothing duplicative of 
statute in this section.  The Board has full autonomy to create limited electrical licenses.  Audience 
member Daryl Nelson asked whether it would be okay with the Board to throw in a single-family 
dwelling limited electrical license under the limited section.  He stated they have it for solar.  It is 
technically a residential two-year apprenticeship.  It could be placed here where the Board has full 
say over what goes in this section of rule.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated this suggestion turns 
into a legal analysis of whether a two-year electrical license can be created.  This is a question that 
is open for discussion and feedback from the Board.  Specifically, the scope of work permitted 
under the license type is needed before legal guidance can be given regarding this request.  Acting 
Chairman Stark stated he has taken the word “limited” to mean limited energy or lower voltage 
than 120 volt, preferably under 70 volt.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated if you look at the 
different types of licenses that have come from this, that can be a consideration.  If you break this 
down, it is limited to certain installation types.  The natural question becomes whether a single/ 
multi family dwelling limited license is limited in installations or the type of setting where the 
installations are happening.  Legal Counsel Dunbar commented that section 54-1003A(6) – 
Definitions, specifically discusses that the person performing work related to special classes of 
electrical wiring, apparatus or equipment within categories as adopted by the Board, and if you 
look at the limited electrical contractor, it again goes towards performing work on restricted 
categories of electrical wiring, apparatus or equipment within categories as adopted by the Board.  
Board Member Jim Marchetti’s opinion is that “limited” means the type of training.  He stated you 
do not go to a foot doctor if you need heart surgery.  He has seen guys come out to a large 
commercial job that only have residential experience and it’s like training them all over again as 
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an apprentice.  Board Member Marchetti agreed there needs to be more discussion.  Audience 
member Larry Geyer stated there is a definition on page ten that says limited energy systems are 
defined as fire and security alarm systems, class 2 and class 3 signaling circuits, key card operators, 
nurse call systems, motor and electrical apparatus controls and other limited energy applications 
covered by the NEC.  Discussion continued on limited energy systems.  Acting Chairman Stark 
stated the Board would entertain legal advice on this matter.  Board Member Marchetti asked for 
a proposal from DOPL of what could be considered a limited residential license and what type of 
installations would fall under this category of licensing. 

SUBCHAPTER C – EXAMINATIONS 
200 – Examinations – Deputy Administrator Frost stated the language brought before the Board is 
related to passing scores.  The use of the term passing score would allow leeway to determine the 
score based on the type of exam and would provide a valid approach to what is considered a passing 
score.   

SUBCHAPTER D – USE OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE 
250 – Adoption and Incorporation by Reference of the National Electrical Code – Deputy 
Administrator Frost gave context on this topic of considering adoption of the 2020 National 
Electrical Code.  Information provided by the 2020 Code Collaborative was presented.  At the last 
meeting a comment was made about implementing setbacks related to solar. Deputy Administrator 
Frost asked for more context on the setbacks.  Audience member Casey Wilson stated it is in item 
W, part 2, and says off grid systems shall not be required to comply with rapid shutdown 
requirements.  If proceeding with this, Mr. Wilson would like to see additional language that would 
require a minimum setback from a neighboring structure on a neighboring property.  The concern 
being firefighters may not save that building or put that fire out if there is not rapid shutdown so 
there is a potential for these residential neighborhoods with very limited setbacks, maybe five feet 
or so, if a neighbor’s house sets my house on fire because they don’t have rapid shutdown because 
they are off grid is a big concern.  Maybe a 100 yard setback from any neighboring structures on 
adjacent properties, and in consideration of first responders safety, which is the whole point of this 
code, a bare minimum of a placard should be installed on the building notifying first responders 
the solar system does not have rapid shutdown.  Code requires you put a placard if you do have 
rapid shutdown; therefore, feels it is reasonable to also have a placard if you do not.  Deputy 
Administrator Frost will work on drafting an amendment to account for this issue.  Deputy 
Administrator Frost stated DOPL asked inspectors to review the 2020 Code regarding items they 
see that come up in the field then referred to the five-page document that works through this 
contained in the packet provided to the Board and public.  Executive Officer Hyde stated that 
looking through the document, what is recommended as amended language is underlined in blue 
and what is in black is the way the current code reads.  Executive Officer Hyde would run through 
the blue underline in each section and ask for questions or concerns and stated the subject matter 
expert,  Electrical Inspector Supervisor Andy Rose, was in the room.  Deputy Administrator Frost 
stated he wanted to give context.  When DOPL asked inspectors to look at the 2020 Code, are there 
any amendments they want considered.  Some of DOPL’s inspectors also reached out to 
journeymen, masters, and contractors, so this pertains to a number of people.  The Board may find 
some of this relevant, and some not so relevant.  We just wanted to compile it and get it in front of 
you as a consideration. These are not included in the rule draft at this time.   
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680.13 – Maintenance Disconnecting Means - It applies to outlets and disconnecting means of hot 
tubs and spas keeping the distance consistent between six feet and five feet making both 
requirements equal to six feet.   

210.8A – Dwelling Units – We are making an exception to the GFI receptacles that are located 
within the ceiling for use of plug ins.  There is a light source not requiring that to be GFI protected 
and just be a normal outlet there.   

210.8B – GFCI Protection – We are looking to make an amendment to where any type of 250-volt 
receptacle is not required to be GFCI protected for any type of residential system where for 
whatever reason they are looking to install for example a welder.  What we are hearing is that if 
those outlets are GFCI protected they will trip nine times out of nine.  We are trying to eliminate 
that situational problem from occurring.  

250.50 – Grounding Electrode System – We are trying to allow what is a practice that has been 
condoned for years.  By “allowing” instead of “installing” a refer system, you are allowed to do 
the grounding electrode as an exception.  

230.30 – Wiring Methods – There isn’t anything in the current NEC that allows for the URD cable 
for listing and labeling.  This section would allow for that cable and the installation of such.  Those 
are the amendments that our inspectors and our team have proposed to be considered as we 
investigate the code subchapter of NEC amendments 2020.  

Board Member Marchetti stated for section 110.26A-Working Spaces, he has an issue with that 
and understands where the inspectors are coming from on this.  Twenty-five years ago, an old 
inspector came on a job and he was missing the workspace clearance by 3/8 of an inch.  The 
inspector busted him on it.  He has never forgotten what the inspector told him, that when it comes 
to your safety and my safety, I will not even give 3/8 of an inch.  Board Member Marchetti has 
been in situations where there has not been adequate working clearance.  He doesn’t agree with 
giving in when it is a safety issue when it is going to protect those out in the field.  Audience 
member Larry Geyer stated he 100% agrees with Board Member Marchetti, that rules should never 
ever be lessened when they concern working clearance.  There is a lot of history behind the rule. 
Acting Chairman Stark made a general comment on the spacing issue; stating the homeowner that 
goes in today may not be the homeowner that is there tomorrow and conceding to one person’s 
needs may not meet the needs of the next person.  Acting Chairman Stark doesn’t want to rely on 
a GFCI breaker.  If a homeowner wants additional receptacles, he appreciates that, but allowing as 
a general rule is something he is not 100 % on board with.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated as 
the Board continues to go through this or engages the public for comments, what he needs today 
is guidance on whether the Board wants any of these items incorporated in the draft.  Further 
discussion ensued regarding spacing of outlets.  Deputy Administrator Frost stated what is needed 
from the Board is whether they want to continue to explore any of these topics to incorporate into 
the next version of the draft.  Then we can work on what is the exact language and incorporate it 
into the next version, which will be included in the negotiated hearing to petition for formal 
feedback.  Audience member Kelly Lamp, National Electrical Contractors Association of Idaho-
Chapter, stated regarding the 250 volt GFCI requirements, those were excluded in the work of the 
collaborative group so it looks like some of these items that were brought up were addressed with 
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the collaborative group.  There might be a little crossover where the 250 volt was excluded and 
what we are seeing here is it has been added.  A little bit less restrictive requirements but if the 
work of the collaborative group would go through the 250 volt would not apply.  The 250 volt 
GFCI was excluded from the requirements in the 2020 Code.  Board Member Marchetti stated he 
would like to see a draft with the exception of 110.26-Working Spaces. Board Member Jim Swier 
would also like to exclude the electrical currencies.  

300 – Continuing Education Requirements – This rule is removed as it is incorporated into 
Subsection  101. 

SUBCHAPTER F – CERTIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 
AND MATERIALS 
400.02.a – Field Evaluation – A negotiated hearing comment was received that we should remove 
the authority of having jurisdiction.  That does not apply under the Field Evaluation; therefore, 
was deleted. 

SUBCHAPTER G – CIVIL PENALTIES 
450 – Civil Penalties – Deputy Administrator Frost stated the first part of the draft was simplified 
to not have nuances of first offense, second offense, and third offense.  All that was done was 
remove duplicative languages in sections that reference statute.  Subsection 4 is related to agenda 
item Apprentice to Journeyman Electrician Ratio.  Failure to disclose falls under universal 
licensing provisions in Idaho Code 67-9409.  Misrepresentation of the permit or inspection fees 
was found earlier in the chapter and moved to this section. 

Apprentice to Journeyman Electrician Ratio 
Provided was legislative history behind the 2:1 apprentice to journeyman ratio, as well as a Federal 
approved program from the U.S. Department of Labor.  A brief overview of the statute was 
provided.  The Board does not have the authority to determine the number of apprentices a licensed 
electrical journeyman or licensed electrical masters can supervise; however, does has the ability 
to define supervision.  A lengthy discussion ensued.  The Board asked DOPL to bring pathways 
on this issue. 

Meeting was adjourned at 2:11 p.m. 

09/27/2022rb 
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IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

  Agenda Item No. 02       Division Business NOV Activity Report 

PRESENTER: Bryan Mulleneaux, Investigator 

OBJECTIVE: Present NOV Activity Report 

ACTION:      Information 

BACKGROUND: 

PROCEDURAL 
HISTORY: 

ATTACHMENTS: NOV Activity Report 
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ELE% NOV Activity by Date
ICS\bmulleneaux 10/17/2022 7:38:19 AM

From 7/16/2022 to 10/17/2022

37 Cases 42 Violations
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CASE NO STARTED CLOSED Case 
Type

FEES 
CHARGED

FEES 
PAID

BALANCE 
DUE

STATUS OFFENDER
COMPLAINANT

ELE2207-0010
MERIDIAN

7/18/2022 8/3/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID ENERGY ENTERPRISE GROUP 
INC

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0011
EAGLE

7/18/2022 8/15/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID EAGLE ELECTRIC & LIGHTING 
LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO PERMIT OR PAY FEE

ELE2207-0012
EAGLE

7/21/2022 8/15/2022 NOV $500.00 $500.00 $0.00 PAID GUILLERMO FONSECA

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2207-0013
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 9/14/2022 NOV $1200.00 $1200.00 $0.00 PAID FAITH TECHNOLOGIES INC

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0014
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 9/12/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID ALEX ANGEL RAMIREZ

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0015
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 8/29/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID Gerardo P Munoz

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL
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ELE2207-0016
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE Reagan Walter Madsen

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0017
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE Timothy Michael Mc Court

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0018
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 8/29/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID BRICE JORDAN THURSTON

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0019
CALDWELL

7/25/2022 8/29/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID John Travis Thilges

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0020
COBALT

7/26/2022 9/12/2022 NOV $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 CLOSED CAPRA GROUP

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2207-0021
NAMPA

7/27/2022 8/10/2022 NOV $600.00 $600.00 $0.00 PAID REVOLUSUN  MOUNTAIN 
STATES LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO SUPERVISE
VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0022
NAMPA

7/27/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 REVIEWED ANDREW CHAPMAN

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL
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ELE2207-0023
NAMPA

7/27/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE JAKE PAYNE

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0024 7/27/2022 NOV $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 REVIEWED JOSEPH KOON

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2207-0025
TETONIA

7/28/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $400.00 $400.00 $0.00 PAID THE ELECTRICAL COMPANY

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0026
TETONIA

7/28/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID TANNER JAKE KNIGHT

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0027
TETONIA

7/28/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID BRUCE AARON GUZMAN

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2207-0028
TETONIA

7/28/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $500.00 $500.00 $0.00 PAID THE ELECTRICAL COMPANY

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2207-0029
GARDEN CITY

7/28/2022 9/28/2022 NOV $250.00 $250.00 $0.00 PAID D & A GLASS

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR
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ELE2208-0001
BOISE

8/2/2022 8/31/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID POWERHOUSE ELECTRIC INC

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0002
BOISE

8/2/2022 8/3/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 CANCELLED DAINE BENNET DUSKY

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0003
BOISE

8/2/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE MICHAEL HRUBY

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0004
STAR

8/3/2022 NOV $300.00 $0.00 $300.00 ACTIVE Elisha "Eli" Northam

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2208-0005
NAMPA

8/5/2022 8/9/2022 NOV $400.00 $400.00 $0.00 PAID BIG DOG RENEWABLE ENERGY 
LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO SUPERVISE
VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0006
NAMPA

8/5/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE MICHAEL D MALONE

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL
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ELE2208-0007
NAMPA

8/5/2022 8/9/2022 NOV $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 CLOSED ELECTRIC NOW LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0008
PRIEST RIVER

8/5/2022 9/20/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID leon vincent

VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0009
PRIEST RIVER

8/5/2022 NOV $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 ACTIVE CHRISTOPHER EVANS

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR
VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2208-0010
BOISE

8/22/2022 9/20/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID TWIN CITIES ELECTRIC INC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO PERMIT OR PAY FEE

ELE2208-0011
BOISE

8/23/2022 NOV $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 REVIEWED Ace Pump & Repair LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2209-0001
WHITE BIRD

9/1/2022 9/29/2022 NOV $200.00 $200.00 $0.00 PAID James Wagner
Victoria Nelson

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO PERMIT OR PAY FEE

ELE2209-0002
BOISE

9/2/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $500.00 $500.00 $0.00 PAID RICHARD E BENDER

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR
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ELE2209-0003
BOISE

9/8/2022 10/13/202
2

NOV $400.00 $400.00 $0.00 PAID ALLIANT SECURITY  INC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO PERMIT OR PAY FEE
VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2209-0004
BOISE

9/20/2022 NOV $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 ACTIVE Bybee Handyman Services

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED CONTRACTOR

ELE2209-0005
NAMPA

9/29/2022 10/4/2022 NOV $2000.00 $2000.00 $0.00 PAID FREEDOM FOREVER IDAHO LLC

VIOLATION:  ELE - FAILURE TO SUPERVISE
VIOLATION:  ELE - KNOWINGLY EMPLOYING UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

ELE2209-0006
NAMPA

9/29/2022 NOV $200.00 $0.00 $200.00 ACTIVE SEAN FISH

VIOLATION:  ELE - UNLICENSED INDIVIDUAL

Total Cases: 37 $13050.00 $9150.00 $3900.00
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IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

  Agenda Item No. 01               Board Business  Summary of  Comments 

PRESENTER: Michael Hyde, Executive Officer 

OBJECTIVE: Review Written Comments re: Proposed Rules 

ACTION: Informational 

BACKGROUND: Comments received during negotiated rulemaking meetings 

PROCEDURAL 
HISTORY: 

ATTACHMENTS: Comments 
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Good Afternoon, 
Through this negotiated process, I have not been shy about my position on quality education for those learning a trade where 
the technicalities and dangers are often misunderstood and overlooked by those who have not been directly involved in the 
education or practice of our craft.   

I have impressed on the board the need for quality instruction and supervision for the safety and longevity of the working 
careers, the future of our industry.  

In regards to Continuing Education, I feel this is one of the foundational needs of success in this industry.  
By eliminating the need for instructional hours of those in the developmental phase of their career will hinder their safety and 
understanding of quality work. 

I applaud and respect the Board’s decision last meeting to keep the ratios in the Electrical Rules. This demonstrated an industry 
wide understanding of the need for proper supervision.  
But there is no guarantee the apprentices not in an active learning environment will gain the knowledge of Code, of Electrical 
Safe Work Practices learned in a NFPA 70e class, or to learn specific industry related applications. These have been 
requirements in the past and I am concerned to see there is a proposal to strip them away.  

While there is no official guaranteed metric to measure the education of an apprentice on a jobsite, there is the industry 
knowledge that more often than not, the cheap labor that apprentices provide often place them in the repetitive tasks to ease 
the burden of the work performed by those who are meant to teach them. I am talking about the apprentices who have been 
running a hole hog for 6 months on a residential crew, the apprentices who are installing lighting whips for weeks on and off for 
a large warehouse building, the material handler who holds a license but is sent to stock shelves and clean connexes because it 
needs to be done. There is no guarantee that the work they are performing allows for the education they should be receiving as 
formally required.  

 

This ZBR process was initiated by the Governor but remember that you as board members were also appointed by the 
Governor, authorized and directed to prescribe and amend rules consistent with Title 54 Chapter 10 of our Statutes.  

54-1006 point 5 discusses your authority to maintain the consistency in the administration of this chapter and effectuate the 
purpose thereof.  
 

To me it is simple. We have established the importance of apprentice safety and education in this trade with ratios. To 
Effectuate (which means to put into force or operation), to effectuate the purpose of Chapter 10 pertaining to apprentices, I ask 
that you reconsider the continuing education requirements for yearly registration renewal. Level the playing field for all 
apprentices who may not be receiving the specific education needed to be safe on the jobsite.  

If the board is not going to maintain continuing education for apprentices, I would be happy to work with staff and 
shareholders to implement a type of training ‘upon registration’ so our apprentices can have crucial knowledge at a 
developmentally vulnerable stage of their career. The beginning.  

Sincerely, 

Miles Whittington 
Training Director 
Southwest Idaho Electrical JATC 
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October 5, 2022 

To:    
Idaho Electrical Board 
C/O Mr. Tim Frost IDOPL  

 
RE: ZBR Rule Development Process 

 
Good afternoon, 
 
I am writing this letter is support of the work of the Electrical Board and IDOPL in the ZBR process 
for the 2023 legislative session. The Idaho Chapter NECA represents many electrical contractors in 
the state of Idaho who have been in business for 1 year to over 60 years. We feel the work of IDOPL 
and the Electrical Board, through public hearings in 2021 and 2022 throughout the state if Idaho, 
represents a thorough public input process and yielded a great collaborative result of the proposed 
administrative rules. 
 
While the process yielded some great results, I feel there are some additional opportunities for 
improvement in the rules. I feel the rules need to continue to reflect the concerns of the industry 
which may need statutory authority as we move forward and discover issues with rules not having 
statutory precedence to be in compliance. 
 
Some additional considerations the Electrical Board, IDOPL, and Legislature should consider is the 
education and training of apprentices who work in an industry that is hazardous since these 
individuals learning an industry are working with energy that they cannot see, hear, or smell, and can 
quickly become fatal if not educated properly in its safe handling. Our state needs many more 
craftsmen and craftswomen to continue this industry in the future, and their safety is paramount. Our 
statutes and administrative rules have been watered down to NOT include any educational 
requirements for apprentices unless the apprentice chooses to educate themselves. We believe there 
are other collaborative opportunities in the future regarding the ZBR process and rule development, 
but the safety of our future electrical workers through education is the most important by far. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. Please feel free to reach out to me with any 
questions or collaborative discussion. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 
Kelly Lamp 
Idaho Chapter NECA 
208-484-5365 

Idaho Chapter 
12302 W Explorer Dr. Suite #120 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
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From: Matthew Dunay
To: Tim Frost; Michael Hyde
Cc: Taylor Balac; Jason Schoenfelder; Robert Pedersen; Carlotta Zito; Renee Bryant
Subject: Requested rule change to the Rules of the Electrical Board
Date: Wednesday, October 5, 2022 2:05:15 PM
Attachments: image001.png

CAUTION: This email originated outside the State of Idaho network. Verify links and attachments BEFORE you
click or open, even if you recognize and/or trust the sender. Contact your agency service desk with any
concerns.

Dear Mr. Hyde and Mr. Frost,

Thank you for allowing the public to comment on revisions to the current Rules of the Idaho
Electrical Board.  I would like to propose an adjustment to section 200.05 part i for the Solar
Photovoltaic Limited Electrical Installer License that would allow this license category to do
installation work all the way up to the point of interconnection. 

Below is my proposed revision.  Language to be removed is shown with strike through and language
to be added is shown in bold.

i. Solar Photovoltaic.  Applicants for this license category shall provide proof of
photovoltaic installer certification by the North American Board of Certified Energy
Practitioners (NABCEP) or equivalent.  Any person licensed in this category is only
authorized to perform the following types of installations:

a. Solar Photovoltaic DC systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all electrical
equipment, wires, and accessories up to and including the inverter, and from the
inverter to the system interconnection in the main electrical panel or utility point of
interconnection.

b. Solar Photovoltaic micro-inverter/AC systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all
electrical equipment, wires, and accessories up to and including the AC combiner box
the system interconnection in the main electrical panel or utility point of
interconnection.

c. Interconnections shall not be made to energized breaker panels, feeders, or service
conductors.

I feel that since the PV installer license already allows for the installation of AC circuits for micro-
inverter systems, they should be allowed to install AC circuits for string inverts as well, from the
inverter all the way to the point of interconnection.

I am also including Ms. Carlotta Zito and Ms. Renee Bryant as I would like to add this to the agenda

for a discussion/action item during the upcoming electrical board meeting on Oct. 26th so I can
present this to the board.

Best regards,
Matthew

Matthew Dunay
Chief Technology Officer
206 W 36th St
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Garden City, ID 83714
Office: (208) 297-7660
Mobile: (434) 962-0846

Please send feedback to comments@tigersolar.com.
Our owners review and respond to these emails daily.
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Dear Electrical Board Members and Interested Parties, 

The following is my purposed changes / amendments / modifications of the Electrical rules (24.39.10). 

This encompasses the entire proposed rules from the August 17th, 2022, Electrical Board meeting.  

I started with Statute title 54 chapter 10 and added notes for what each statute meant to me. Notations 

in red are my interpretations. Notations in blue are items that I believe need to be updated in 

legislation. Notations in green are thoughts or opinions I have.  

This lead me to create a “Synopsis of Statute” document that I created, which outlines what authority 

the board has to make or include rules. This was separated into Mandatory requirements and 

permissive requirements. These were numbered M1, M2, etc. and P1, P2, etc. These were used when I 

went through the proposed rules. I tried to be explanatory with how I made changes to the proposed 

rules, citing where I believe the board has the ability to approve rules for the electrical industry. 

I also created a very small section that came from the Rule writer’s manual from the OFFICE OF THE 

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES COORDINATOR. This contains wording suggestions and an Abbreviations 

section. 

I have made changes to the proposed rules in the form of legislative writing where the wording was not 

deleted but crossed out. Items in red are added with green citations on the side of the page. The blue 

areas were moved from one area to another area. I tried to include all opinions from the negotiated 

meetings that I was in attendance to the best of my recollection. This is in an effort to give the board the 

entire wording of changes to the proposed rules.  

I also created a clean copy of my proposed changes to make it easier to read without the wording being 

crossed out. 

Thank you for the time you spend in reviewing my proposed changes to the electrical rules. 

Daryl Nelson 
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This mandates the board to adopt a newer edition of the NEC and approve amendments, this process is 

laid out in rule (IDAPA 24.39.10.600). This is notated in 24.39.10.000 & 24.39.10.001 under the legal 

authority. 

This allows cities to have different requirements for inspections but stipulates the NEC is used as a 

minimum. 

Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

This allows the state to provide inspection services in a city for a fee according to their local ordinances 

or building codes. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

This allows manufacturers of modular building to request inspections and the state to perform the 

inspections. This is needed by several states that require buildings to pass inspections prior to the 

buildings being installed in another state. Title 39 chapter 43 covers modular buildings, and there are 

several interstate agreements in place outside of the electrical allowances. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1‐4 simple states that a license or registration is required prior to anyone being able to work as a 

contractor (limited or general), Master, Journeyman, Installer, Apprentice, Trainee, or Provisional 

Journeyman. 

5 only allows the state license or register individuals. The state shall also investigate all violations, if the 

violation happens in the jurisdiction of a city they will assist in the violation. The city is not able to 

require anything that is stricter of these statutes. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1 states that only the administrator is authorized to conduct examinations. Only the administrator is 

authorized to issue licenses and registrations in the state of Idaho. 

In the 2022 July board meeting, the board approved the NASCLA exam, this can only be conducted by 

the administrator (at the DOPL offices). This would not allow the test to be taken anywhere else. 

2 states that you cannot transfer a license. (Contractor that was bought out to remain as an active 

contractor if the original individuals that have signed as the supervising electrician or contractor 

representative). 

3 states the civil fines can only be done by the administrator. 
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54‐1016 lists all exception that do not require a license or registration. 54‐1016 also has provisions that 

state permits are generally required even though no license is required. 

1 states the definition of a (general) contractor and also that they are required to have liability 

insurance. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. 

2 states the definition of a Journeyman. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. This definition only 

allows the physical work of installing and not the planning, layout, or design requirements that are 

found under the master electrician definitions.  

3 states the definition of an apprentice, and also that they can only work under the constant on‐the‐job 

supervision of a journeyman electrician. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. 24.39.10.200.03.c. 

defines the constant on‐the‐job supervising as a ratio. 54‐1016(6) exempts registration if individual is 

part of a high school education program, but still requires supervision. 

4 state the definition of a maintenance electrician. The requirements of 54‐1002 do not apply.
There are currently no rules for a license for this type of work and would be exempt per 54‐1016(2)(b) if 

there was a license. 
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Continued

5 states the definition of a master electrician. This definition allows a master to plan, layout or design 

installation or to supervise such installations. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. This definition 

further defines why the board should have a requirement for a (general) contractor to have the 

supervising electrician be a master electrician. 24.39.10.100.02 allows a master electrician to keep only 

one license. This definition allows a master to supervisor an apprentice.  

6 states the definition of a limited installer. This restricts their work to limited work as prescribed in rule 

24.10.39.200.05. 
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Continued 

 

7 states the definition of a limited contractor and also that they are required to have liability insurance. 

The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply.. This restricts their work to limited work as prescribed in rule 

24.10.39.200.05. 

8 states the definition of a limited installer trainee. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. This restricts 

their work to limited work as prescribed in rule 24.10.39.200.05. 

9 states the definition of a facility account. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply unless their 

employee is a maintenance electrician then the maintenance electrician is except from licensing. This 

allows for a facility to pull permits for new installation at the facility that they own as long a the 

employees that are doing the work are licensed as a journeyman or master. This would not include 

apprentices or limited categories the ability to perform the work under the facility accounts. 

9 ‐ Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

10 states the definition of a provisional journeyman electrician. The requirements of 54‐1002 still apply. 

They could not supervise an apprentice or trainee. They have to be under the constant on‐the‐job 

supervision of a journeyman. This is not covered by 24.39.10.200.03.c. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

States that inspections will occur during reasonable hours, and if something is found that it will be 

clearly indicated with a time frame of when such installation has to be fixed. If something is found to be 

dangerous the administrator can have the power de‐energized. This does specify “may, during 

reasonable hours” there is no rule that states what happens if the inspection does not occur. This has 

been in policies of how this has been handled. Policies are not part of the boards authority to change 

unless a rule is added with language per 54‐1006(5). 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1 states that the administrator shall enforce rules that are consistent with this chapter. Provided 

examinations and licensing services. Provide inspection services according to 54‐1001 as revised by 

24.39.10.600 (Adoption of the NEC). Provide permitting services. Collect fees for the above services. 

2 allows for the administrator to make inspection in other jurisdictions (similar to 54‐1001C, but expands 

to other jurisdictions such as tribal land) according to their requirements. The fees for such should be 

covered by rule 24.39.10.500. 

3 allows for the connection of power by the utility if the installation has been inspected and passed. This 

also states that there may be rules that allow for the utility to energize an installations if an inspection 

has not been done, this is covered by 24.39.10.200.04. 

4 states that no one is able to energize and installation unless they have a permit covering the 

installation. The utility is exempt from purchasing a permit. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1 states that the administrator shall enforce and administer in accordance with this statute. The 

administrator shall also serve as the secretary to the board. 

2 states who can serve on the electrical board. 

3 states additional requirements to be on the board, including rules for journeyman and a electrical 

contractor. Establishing standards for electrical products. These are contained in rule 24.39.10. 
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Continued

Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

4 states that the board elect a chairman. And that there has to be a majority to hold a meeting. (5 out of 

9) 

5 state that the board is authorized and directed to prescribe and amend rules consistent with this 

chapter. This includes requirements of examinations (what is on the test, what it takes to pass the test, 

etc.), licensing (what it take to obtain a license, renewal of a license, any additional requirements not 

covered by statute unless statute specifies an exemption, qualifications, etc.), registration (what it takes 

to obtain registrations and renewal requirements, qualifications) (while it does not specify the word 

registration it does specify apprentice and trainee which is covered by statute (i.e. 54‐1002, 54‐1007, 54‐

1008, 54‐1009, 54‐1010 54‐1013, 54‐1014, 54‐1016, 54‐1017). This also states that the board establish 

categories for limit electrical installers and electrical contractors. And that the board will establish civil 

penalties with the allowance of changing whatever fees were giving by the administrator. The board can 

make rules as long as there is not a statute that expressly states only wise in reference to the above. 

(i.e., require a contractor to provide $600,000 of liability insurance.) 

6 states the members of the board will be compensated per 54‐509(n). 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1 states that a license will be giving to someone that has passed an exam and shown themselves to be 

fit, competent and qualified. (Rules can have the requirements of what constitutes qualified and can be 

put in rule by the board per 54‐1006(5).) 

2 states an apprentice can take the journeyman’s exam if they have 4 years of education that has been 

approved by Idaho state board for career technical education and the hours that are stipulated by rule 

(24.39.100.01.a.). This allows the board to have rules that stipulate requirements to renewal their 

registration. This also mandates that a rule has to contain the requirements for an individual that has 

not taken or passed the journeyman’s exam (24.39.10.100.05.b.). 
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Continued

Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

3 states an individual is qualified to apply for a master’s exam. There are not a current rules that state 

what you need to obtain a master’s license. 

4 states that 16,000 hours qualifies you to apply for a journeyman license. 24.39.10.100.01.a. has the 

requirement for exam, and 24.39.10.100.01 states you have to pass the exam to obtain a journeyman 

license. 

5 states that we can have reciprocal licenses, those that qualify this way do not need to take our state 

examination. This is limited to the term electrician (i.e., journeyman electrician, master electrician). 

6 states anyone that holds a provisional journeyman electrician license will be issued a journeyman’s 

license once they pass the journeyman’s examination.  

7 states that all verification of records will be maintained by the division and that there will access to 

this information online for the individuals to access. Not sure if this is available online for any individual. 
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1‐6 defines how long a license will last. 

7 states that a license will only expire at midnight on the last day of the month. 

8 states that the board will have a rule to provide for a staggered system of issuing and renewing of a 

license. There is no rule that states this. 
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Outlines what authority the administrator has. I don’t believe number 3 has been done prior to any 

license being suspended on the bases of worker’s compensation of liability insurance. I believe the 

license has been changed to an inactive status and may not be considered suspended. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

1 states you need an electrical license to make any installation. This is pertains to an electrical 

contractor. This means if you do not have a journeyman of master license you cannot do the 

installations (This is equivalent of a CEO of a hospital cannot work as a surgeon without having the 

qualifications/license, they can own the business, but are not allowed to do the work of a qualified 

person). 

2 states that the individual owner of a company (this includes limited electrical contractors or electrical 

contractors with the wording of electrical contracting business) needs to be license as a journeyman or 

master to do any work that is defined in 54‐1002 pertaining to journeyman electrician (the one that 

makes or supervises the installation of electrical equipment). This is similar to 54‐1010(1) but expands 

the requirements to any type of contractor. This also requires a list of journeyman electricians to be 

furnished to the division.   

3 states that the contractor cannot have someone work as an apprentice unless they have the 

registration of an apprentice. 

4 states that the contractor cannot have someone work as an limited electrical installer unless they have 

the registration of a limited electrical installer. 
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Specialty needs to be updated – “limited electrical” to be consistent with statutes and rules 

1 states a license or registration can be renewed anytime in the final month of the licensing period. It 

also states that the board may establish continuing education requirements. Contractors have to 

provide proof of liability insurance and worker’s compensation if applicable. 

2 state you can revive a license or registration if it has expired and has not been over 1 year. Contractors 

have to provide proof of liability insurance and worker’s compensation if applicable. 

3 states if you have a certificate prior to July 1, 1961, it will be considered a license and will continue to 

be renewed or revived. 

4 allows for someone to have an inactive contractor’s license as long as they pay a few to keep it 

inactive and allows them to activate it if they want to start or restart their contracting business. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

This section sets the fees for all license types. It also states prorating if you are able to transition from a 

registration to license. (i.e., apprentice to journeyman.) 

Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

States that the money received with be held by the state treasury and credited to a dedicated fund. 

This states that any requirements of this chapter can apply to the utilities. This includes permits, 

inspections, licenses to do work on their property or systems. This also states that modular plants are 

exempt from licensing when built in a factory or facility. This does specify that the modular buildings 

have to an insignia prior to the building being installed in the state of Idaho in accordance with Title 39 

chapter 43. 
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continued

This states that no license is required for property owners performing noncommercial work on their 

primary or secondary property. This states that the utility employees do not need to be licensed. This 

allows the fire department to replace smoke detectors in 1 and 2 family homes. This allows for an 

employee of a limited electrical contractor to install or to replace the communication device of a fire 

alarm system, permit and inspection is needed only if the authority having jurisdiction requires it and 

sets a fee for the permit. 
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continued 

 

This allows individuals licensed and HVAC (chapter 50, title 54) or plumbers (chapter 26, title 54) not to 

be licensed as a limited electrical installer in addition to their primary license. This defines what work 

they can do without a limited license. 
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continued

Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

4 states that a plumbing or HVAC permit is all that is required if the exceptions that are covered by 54‐

1016(3) are allowed by the individual. No additional electrical permit would be required. 

5 states that approval and certifications of industrial machinery is not required unless the board has 

made a determination prior to the machinery being installed. This exempts the requirements of 110.3 in 

the NEC, but only for industrial machinery.  

6 states that a high school can have a program that includes installations of electrical wiring and the 

students are not required to be registered as an apprentice. The work experience gained in the high 

school program cannot be applied towards the pursuit of an electrical license. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

States that any person can be fined. Each day will be another violation and any additional violation that 

happen in the previous year from the first offense. This states that the rules shall have civil fines for each 

type of violation. These appear to be covered by 24.39.10.300. 

CYA statement if any of the statutes are ruled (in a court of law) unconstitutional. 
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Division of building safety needs to be updated – “division of occupational and professional licensing” 

This requires the state electrical inspectors to have 4 or more years of experience as a journeyman 

minimum. They have to have a current license in the state of Idaho. They shall be trained with the 

provision of this chapter. The inspectors cannot be engaged or have financial interests in a business, 

supply or practice directly or indirectly. This states an inspector must pass an examination that has been 

approved by the board by the end of their probation period. 

This states that any inspector in any jurisdiction of the state has to have the same qualifications. Those 

qualifications are 4 years as a journeyman, current license, and pass a test prior to the end of their 

probation period. 

There is not a rule that specifies what test has been approved by the board. This is covered by policies 

and should be signed by the board for transparency. Create a rule that states that policies associated 

with statute and rule shall be presented and authorized by the electrical board. 
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Synopsis of Statutes 

The following items are to be in Rule in accordance with Title 54 chapter 10. 

Mandatory: 

M1 ‐ NEC adoption, amendments or revisions (54‐1001) 

M2 ‐ Requirements for Examinations (electrical contractors, journeyman electricians, master 

electricians, provisional journeyman electricians, limited electrical installers, limited electrical 

contractors, limited electrical installer trainees, and apprentice electricians) (54‐1006(5).) 

M3 ‐ Requirements for Licensing (electrical contractors, journeyman electricians, master electricians, 

provisional journeyman electricians, limited electrical installers, limited electrical contractors, limited 

electrical installer trainees, and apprentice electricians) (54‐1006(5).) 

M4 ‐ Fees for permits and inspections. (54‐1006(5).) 

M5 ‐ Establish categories for limited electrical installers and limited electrical contractors (54‐1006(5).) 

M6 ‐ Civil Fines (54‐1006(5).) 

M7 ‐ Licenses require an examination (54.1007(1).) 

M8 ‐ Hours required by an apprentice to take the exam. (54‐1007(2).) 

M9 ‐ Apprentice continuation training if education requirements have been met. (54‐1007(2).)  

M10 ‐ Requirements of hours, and performance to take the master electrician exam (54‐1007(3).) 

M11 ‐ Staggered system of issuing and renewing licenses. (54‐1008) 

M12 ‐ Civil fines (contracting business, licensed individual, registered individual, statute violation, rule 

violation, failure to correct, refuse to correct, refuse to obey, but not limited to the ones listed.) (54‐

1017) 

Inspector test. (54‐1019) 

Permissive: 

P1 ‐ Rules to energize prior to an inspection being passed (54‐1005(3).) 

P2 ‐ Rules for apprentice registration to be renewed, by requirements of employment, number of 

instructional hours completed, continuation training and the number of hours worked. (54‐1007(2).)  

P3 ‐ Cause for license revocation or suspension. (Authority is only by the administrator, is a rule needed 

or a policy needed that has been approved by the board?) (54‐1009) 

P4 ‐ Continuing Education requirements once licensed (Any license or registration) (54‐1013(1).) 

P5 ‐ Instruction and work requirements once licensed (Any license or registration) (54‐1013(1).) 
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Rule Writer Manual notes: 

https://adminrules.idaho.gov/rulemaking_templates/RuleWriterManual.pdf 

The term “shall” should be avoided. 

This is ok to use in 24.39.10.600 as it pertains to the NEC, the NEC uses and defines the term as a 

mandatory term and this section is amending the code language. (See NEC 90.5(A).) 

Abbreviations should be included in rule. 
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Changes to proposed rule 24.39.10- RULES OF THE IDAHO 
ELECTRICAL BOARD 

000. LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The rules are promulgated pursuant to Sections 54-1001, 54-1005, 54-
1006, 54-1007, 54-1008, 54-1009, 54-1013, 54-1018, 54-1019, 67-2604,
67-2614, 67-9406 and 67-9409, Idaho Code.

001. SCOPE.
The rules prescribe criteria and fees for issuance of licenses, electrical
permits, and inspections of electrical installations, civil penalties, and
adoption and amendment of the National Electrical Code.

002. DEFINITIONS.

01. Associated Buildings. All buildings, structures, and fixtures used for
domestic purposes and in connection with the primary or secondary
residence, such as garages, sheds, barns, or shops.

02. Person. Includes an individual, company, firm, partnership,
corporation, association or other organizations.

003. ABBREVIATIONS
01. AC. Alternating Current.

02. AHJ. Authority Having Jurisdiction.

03. DC. Direct Current.

04. GFCI. Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection.

05. HDPE. High Density Polyethylene.

06. K. Thousand.

07. NABCEP. North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners.

08. NEC. National Electrical Code.

09. NFPA. National Fire Protection Association.

10. NM. Non-Metallic.

11. NRTL. National Recognized Testing Laboratory.

12. PVC. Polyvinyl Chloride.

13. PV. Photovoltaic.

Added statute that 

mandates or permits 

rules. (See Synopsis 

of Requirements per 

Statutes to be in 

Rule. 

Abbreviations added 

to conform to Rule 

Writer Manual 
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14. RMS. Root Mean Square.

15. VAC. Volts Alternating Current.

0043.-099. (RESERVED) 

100. LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION.

01. Journeyman. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the
Board and either (a) submit evidence of a minimum of six thousand (6,000)
eight thousand (8,000) hours of work experience as an apprentice making
electrical installations in accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction
in which the applicant obtained the experience; or have a current comparable
license from another state obtained through an examination meeting the same
requirements as set by the board and satisfactory completion of a four-year
sequence of instruction approved by the Idaho Division of Career-Technical
Education, or (b) submit proof of sixteen thousand (16,000) hours of
electrical experience in accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction
in which the applicant obtained the experience.

a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the exam after showing proof of
satisfactory completion of a four-year sequence of instruction approved by
the Idaho Division of Career-Technical Education completion of either the
approved 4-year sequence of instruction with six thousand (6,000) hours of
work experience or 16,000 hours of electrical experience.

b. Provisional Journeyman License. A provisional journeyman license can be
issued to an applicant who has completed the 16,000 hours of electrical
experience but has not yet passed the examination.

cb. Work experience in appliance repair, motor winding, or communications 
will not count towards the requirements to take the journeyman examination 
or obtain a provisional journeyman or journeyman license. 

dc. Not more than two thousand (2,000) hours of work experience gained
while engaged in the practice of a limited electrical installer or trainee may
be counted toward the satisfaction of the experience requirements for
journeyman licensure.

02. Master. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the Board;
or have a current comparable license from another state obtained through an
examination meeting the same requirements as set by the board. A master
electrician does not need to also hold a journeyman license. 

I believe the 6,000 

hour requirement 

was meant to be for 

the exam and not a 

requirement of 

obtaining the license. 

Proposed changes for 

100.01 in accordance 

with M3 & M7 of the 

Synopsis of Statute. 

This change what is 

required to obtain a 

license. 

Proposed change for 

100.01.a. is in 

accordance with M2, 

& M8 of the Synopsis 

of Statute. This 

clarifies who can take 

the exam. 

Proposed deletion of 

100.01.b. All 

requirements are 

found in statute, this 

should not be under 

the journeyman 

requirements. I don’t 

believe this needs to 

be in rule. 

Proposed changes for 

100.02 in accordance 

with M3, M7 & M10 

of the Synopsis of 

Statute. This change 

what is required to 

obtain a license. 
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a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the exam after showing proof of
eight thousand (8,000) hours work experience as an journeyman making 
electrical installations in accordance with the requirements of the 
jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience as a 
journeyman electrician and has not received a civil penalties in the prior 
two (2) years. 

03. Limited Electrical Installer. An applicant must pass an examination
designated by the Board; or have a current comparable license from
another state obtained through an examination meeting the same
requirements as set by the board. An applicant must submit evidence of a
minimum of four thousand (4,000) hours of work experience in the same
limited category in accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction in
which the applicant obtained the experience.

a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the limit electrical exam after
showing proof of four thousand (4,000) hours work experience making
electrical installations in accordance with the requirements of the
jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience in that limited
category; or eight thousand (8,000) hours experience if education or a
certification is required by that limited category.

04. Electrical Contractor and Limited Electrical Contractor. An
applicant must pass an examination designated by the Board. Applicant or
its entity designee must pass an examination designated by the Board and
submit an application signed by the applicant or an official representative
of the entity making the application and countersigned by the supervising
electrician.

a. Examination. An applicant or its entity designee (such as, corporation,
partnership, company, firm, or association) may sit for the exam after
submitting an application signed by the applicant or an official
representative of the entity making the application that is also
countersigned by the supervising electrician. Any such designee must be a
supervisory employee and may not represent any other applicant for a
contractor's license.

a. An entity applicant (such as, corporation, partnership, company, firm, or
association) must designate in writing an individual to represent it for
examination purposes. Any such designee shall be a supervisory employee
and may not represent any other applicant for a contractor's license.

b. In the event the working relationship between a contractor and its
designee terminates, the contractor will notify the Division in writing
within ten (10) days of the date of termination. The contractor may not

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Proposed change for 

100.02.a. is in 

accordance with M2 

of the Synopsis of 

Statute. This clarifies 

who can take the 

exam. 

Proposed changes for 

100.03 in accordance 

with M3, M7 of the 

Synopsis of Statute. 

This change what is 

required to obtain a 

license. 

Proposed change for 

100.03.a. is in 

accordance with M2 

of the Synopsis of 

Statute. This clarifies 

who can take the 

exam. 

Proposed changes for 

100.04 in accordance 

with M3, M7 of the 

Synopsis of Statute. 

This change what is 

required to obtain a 

license. 

Proposed change for 

100.03.a. is in 

accordance with M2 

of the Synopsis of 

Statute. This clarifies 

who can take the 

exam. 

Proposed changes of 

100.04a. & b. that 

have been deleted, 

have had sections 

moved in 100.04 
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purchase permits or make electrical installations unless another duly qualified 
designee passes the contractor's examination on behalf of the contractor. 

b. Supervising electrician. A person that has had their license revoke in the past
year will not be qualified to be a supervising electrician. 

i. An electrical contractor must be countersigned by a licensed master
electrician. 

ii. A limited electrical contractor must be countersigned by a licensed master
electrician, journeyman electrician, or a limited electrical installer. 

iii. Electrical contractors and limited electrical contractors that currently hold a
contracting license will not be required to meet the requirements of 
subparagraph (i) or (ii) unless a new supervising electrician is designated. 

c. In the event the working relationship between a contractor and either its
supervising electrician or designee terminates, the contractor will notify the 
Division in writing within ten (10) days of the date of termination. The 
contractor may not purchase new permits, unless another duly qualified 
designee passes the contractor's examination or another supervising electrician 
has countersigned for their license. Electrical contractors will be able to make 
electrical installations for ninety (90) days for any active permit as long as a 
journeyman electrician is employed by the contractor. 

05. Facility accounts. A journeyman who is an employee of a company,
corporation, firm, or association with a facility account may sign as supervising 
electrician for that facility account in addition to signing as supervising 
journeyman for his own contractor's license so long as the journeyman is listed 
as the owner. 

056. Continuing Education.

a. To renew, journeymen and master electricians must provide proof of
completion, during the prior three (3) years license cycle, of twenty-four (24)
hours of continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours of code
update covering changes included in the latest edition of the National Electrical
Code and sixteen (16) hours of any combination of code-update training, code-
related training, or industry-related training.

b. To renew, an apprentice who has completed the education (if applicable) and
experience requirements but has not passed the journeyman examination within
two (2) years of completion of the education (if applicable) and experience
requirements must provide proof of completion of twenty-four (24) hours of
continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours of NFPA 70E

Proposed change for 

100.04.b is in accordance 

with M3, of the Synopsis 

of Statute.  This is similar 

to the current approved 

rules. Wording has 

changed from what is 

currently approved but is 

intended to clarify in more 

detail. To alleviate the 

what ifs of someone 

leaving a company 

100.04.c has been added 

with the use of delete 

wording from 100.04.b. 

This also allows a 
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training and sixteen (16) hours of code update training, code-related training, or 
industry-related training, during the prior year. 
 
c. To renew, an apprentice who has not complete the education requirements 
must provide proof of that they are currently attending instruction approved by 
the Idaho Division of Career-Technical Education, or completion of twenty-four 
(24) hours of continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours of 
NFPA 70E training and sixteen (16) hours of code update training, code related, 
or industry-related training, during the prior three (3) years. 
 
101.-199. (RESERVED) 
 
200. PRACTICE STANDARDS. 
 
01. Electrical Contracting Work. Contracting work includes electrical 
maintenance or repair work, in addition to new electrical installations, unless 
such work is expressly exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code. 
 

02. Contractor Scope. A contractor's allowable scope of work is the same as the 
scope of its licensed employee. Procedure Documentation. The following must 
be approved by the board. When approved the chairman and the administrator of 
the Division must sign the documentation and post the documentation on the 
Division website. 
 
i. Electrical examination bulletin. Descriptive of what is contained on the exam, 
passing scores for the exams, what happens when if you fail the test, and 
additional exams that are approved. 
 
ii. General inspector’s test. Descriptive of what is contained on the exam, and 
additional exams that are approved. 
 
iii. Staggered system of issuing and renewing licenses. Descriptive of how 
licenses are used and renewed.   
 
iv. Electrical Interpretation of the National Electrical Code. Descriptive of any 
interpretation or enforcement of the National Electrical Code. 
 
v. Comparable Licenses and Registrations. Descriptive of any state issued 
electrical license. 
 
vi. Revocation and Suspension of License and Registration. Descriptive of causes 
that will lead to a license or registration being revoked or suspended. 
 
 
 
03. Supervision. 
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a. The master, journeyman, or limited electrical installer shall be designated
the supervising electrician; must be available during working hours to carry
out the duties of supervising, as set forth herein; and will be responsible for
supervision of electrical installations made by said contractor as provided by
Section 54-1010, Idaho Code.

i. A master electrician, journeyman, or limited electrical installer is not
qualified for one (1) year as the supervising electrician if his contractor
license was revoked.

ii. An individual limited electrical contractor may act as his own supervising
master, journeyman, or a limited electrical installer upon the condition that
they he holds an active master, journeyman, or limited electrical installer
license.

b. The employing contractor or limited electrical contractor must ensure each
apprentice, trainee, and provisional journeyman performs electrical work only
under the constant on-the-job supervision and training of a master,
journeyman, or installer.

i. A master or journeyman electrician may supervise a provisional
journeyman electrician/s, apprentice electrician/s, or limited electrical 
trainee/s. 

ii. A limited electrical installer may supervise only a limited electrical
trainee/s. 

c. Journeyman-to-Apprentice Ratio. One (1) journeyman must shall not
supervise more than four (4) apprentices performing electrical work on one- 
and two- family dwelling units. One (1) journeyman must shall not supervise
and train more than two (2) apprentices performing electrical work on all
other types of electrical installations.

i. The journeyman-to-apprentice ratio may be adjusted on a case-by-case
basis by a showing by an electrical contractor of special circumstances that
are peculiar to the work done by that electrical contractor and that allow for
effective supervision and training by each journeyman electrician. An
electrical contractor must obtain permission from the Division to adjust the
journeyman-to-apprentice ratio. Failure to comply with this requirement will
be grounds for suspension or revocation of the electrical contractor's license.

d. A journeyman who is an employee of a company, corporation, firm, or
association with a facility account may sign as supervising electrician for that
facility account in addition to signing as supervising journeyman for his own
contractor's license so long as the journeyman is listed as the owner.
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04. Temporary Installations Connected Prior to Inspection. Only a
licensed electrical contractor may have a power supply company connect
and energize a temporary service for construction prior to an inspection
being performed. Any contractor energizing a temporary service prior to
inspection shall assume full responsibility for the installation of the
temporary service. A power supply company may only connect and
energize a temporary service upon receipt of a copy of an electrical permit
and if the power supply company deems the connection and energization
necessary to preserve life or property. The contractor shall request the
Division conduct an inspection on the next business day after the
temporary service is energized.

a. A power supply company may only connect and energize a temporary
service upon receipt of a copy of an electrical permit. 

b. A power supply company may connect and energize a service if the
power supply company deems the connection and energization necessary 
to preserve life or property upon receipt of a copy of an electrical permit. 

05. Limited Electrical Installations. A limited electrical installer must be
employed by an electrical contractor or limited electrical contractor in the
same restricted category and may only countersign a limited electrical
contractor's license application as supervising limited electrical installer
for work within the same restricted category. Limited electrical
installations must comply with the National Electrical Code, as amended
herein. The following categories of electrical installations constitute
limited electrical installations, the practice of which must shall require an
electrical contractor or limited electrical contractor license and
supervision by a journeyman, master electrician, or limited electrical
installer:

a. Elevator, Dumbwaiter, Escalator, or Moving-Walk Electrical. An
elevator electrical limited licensee is only authorized to install, maintain,
repair, and replace equipment, controls, and wiring beyond the disconnect
switch in the machine room of the elevator and pertaining directly to the
operation and control thereof when located in the elevator shaft and
machine room.

b. Sign Electrical. A sign electrical limited licensee is only authorized to
install, maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and wiring on
the secondary side of sign disconnecting means; provided the
disconnecting means is located on the sign or within sight therefrom.

Proposed deletion / 
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c. Manufacturing or Assembling Equipment. A licensed limited electrical
manufacturing or assembling equipment installer is only authorized to install,
maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and accessory wiring, integral
to the specific equipment, on the load side of the equipment disconnecting
means. Electrical service and feeder are to be installed by others. The licensee
may also install circuitry in modules or fabricated enclosures for the purpose of
connecting the necessary components which individually bear a label from a
nationally recognized testing laboratory when such equipment is designed and
manufactured for a specific job installation.

i. This subsection does not apply to a limited electrical manufacturing or
assembling equipment installer installing electrical wiring, equipment, and
apparatus in modular buildings as that phrase is defined in Section 39-4105,
Idaho Code. Only journeyman electricians and electrical apprentices, employed
by an electrical contractor, may perform such installations.

d. Limited Energy Electrical. Limited energy systems are defined as fire and
security alarm systems, class 2 and class 3 signaling circuits, key card operators,
nurse call systems, motor and electrical apparatus controls and other limited
energy applications covered by the NEC. Unless exempted by Section 54-1016,
Idaho Code, any person who installs, maintains, replaces or repairs electrical
wiring and equipment for limited energy systems in facilities other than one (1)
or two (2) family dwellings must shall be required to have a valid limited energy
limited electrical license.

i. Limited energy systems do not include, and no license of any type is required
for, the installation of landscape sprinkler controls or communication circuits,
wires and apparatus that include telephone systems, telegraph facilities, outside
wiring for fire and security alarm systems which are used for communication
purposes, and central station systems of a similar nature, PBX systems, audio-
visual and sound systems, public address and intercom systems, data
communication systems, radio and television systems, antenna systems and
other similar systems.

e. Irrigation Sprinkler Electrical. An irrigation system electrical limited licensee
is only authorized to install, maintain, repair and replace equipment, controls
and wiring beyond the disconnect switch supplying power to the electric
irrigation machine. The irrigation machine is considered to include the
hardware, motors and controls of the irrigation machine and underground
conductors connecting the control centers on the irrigation machine to the load
side of the disconnecting device. Disconnect device to be installed by others.

f. Well Driller and Water Pump Installer. A license holder in this category is
only authorized to perform the following types of installations:
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i. Single or three (3) phase water pumps: install, maintain, repair and replace
all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to the
load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device
to be installed by others.

ii. Domestic water pumps, one hundred twenty/two hundred forty (120/240)
volt, single phase, sixty (60) amps or less: install, maintain, repair and replace
all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to and
including the disconnecting device.

iii. Temporarily connect into a power source to test the installations, provided
that all test wiring is removed before the installer leaves the site.

iv. Individual residential wastewater pumping units. Install, maintain, repair
and replace all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump
motor up to and including the disconnecting device for systems that serve one-
family, two-family, or three-family residential installations.

g. Refrigeration, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Electrical Installer. A license
holder in this category is only authorized to perform the following types of
installations, which installations must shall be limited to factory assembled,
packaged units:

i. Heating Units (single phase): install, repair, and maintain all electrical
equipment, wires, and accessories from the unit up to the load side, including
fuses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by
others.

ii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning Equipment and Heat Pumps (single phase):
install, repair, and maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories
from the unit up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device.
Disconnecting device to be installed by others.

iii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems (three (3) phase):
install, maintain, and repair all electrical equipment and accessories up to the
load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device
to be installed by others.

h. Outside Wireman. Applicants for this license category must shall provide
documentation of having completed an electrical lineman apprenticeship
program or similar program approved by the U.S. Department of Labor, Office
of Apprenticeship. Any person currently licensed in this category is only
authorized to perform the following types of installation.

i. Overhead distribution and transmission lines in excess of six hundred (600)
volts.
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ii. Underground distribution and transmission lines in excess of six 
hundred (600) volts. 
 
iii. Substation and switchyard construction in excess of six hundred (600) 
volts. 
 
i. Solar Photovoltaic. Applicants for this license category must shall 
provide proof of photovoltaic installer certification by the North American 
Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP) or equivalent. Any 
person licensed in this category is only authorized to perform the 
following types of installations: 
 
i. Solar Photovoltaic DC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all 
electrical equipment, wires, and accessories up to and including the 
inverter. 
 
ii. Solar Photovoltaic micro-inverter/AC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, 
and replace all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories up to and 
including the AC combiner box. 
 
j. Limited Residential Electrician. Applicants for this license category 
must provide proof of two (2) years education approved by the Idaho 
Division of Career-Technical Education. A residential electrician is only 
authorized to install, maintain, repair installation that are not covered by 
chapter 5, 6, and 7 of the National Electrical Code for the following: 
 
i. New and existing one (1), and two (2) family dwelling units with a 
service not exceeding 400 amps, 240/120 volt single phase. 
 
ii. New and existing one (1), and (2) family dwelling unit Associated 
Buildings. 
 
iii. New and existing multi-family dwelling units with a height not 
exceeding three (3) floors above finish grade, and not more than sixteen 
(16) units per building. 
 
iv. New and existing multi-family unit Associated Buildings. 
 
v. Temporary Power for the construction of one (1), two (2), and multi-
family dwelling units and Associated Buildings.  
 
06. Certification and Approval of Electrical Products and Materials. 
All materials, devices, fittings, equipment, apparatus, luminaires, and 
appliances installed or to be used in installations that are supplied with 
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electric energy must be approved as provided in one (1) of the following 
methods: 

a. Testing Laboratory. Be tested, examined, and certified (Listed) by a
Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL).

b. Field Evaluation. Non-listed electrical equipment may be approved
for use through a field evaluation process performed in accordance with
recognized practices and procedures such as those contained in the 2012
edition of NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice and Procedures for
Unlabeled Electrical Equipment Evaluation published by the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA). Such evaluations must shall be
conducted by:

i. A field evaluation body approved by the authority having jurisdiction.
The field evaluation body must shall meet minimum recognized
standards for competency, such as NFPA 790 - Standard for
Competency of Third Party Field Evaluation Bodies, 2012 edition,
published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA); or

ii. In the case of industrial machinery only, as defined by NFPA 79 -
Electrical Standard for Industrial Machinery, 2012 edition, a field
evaluation may be performed by a professional engineer currently
licensed to practice electrical engineering by the state of Idaho and who
is not involved in the design of the equipment being evaluated or the
facility in which the equipment is to be installed.

c. Availability of NFPA Standards. The most recent edition of NFPA
790 - Standard for Competency of Third-Party Field Evaluation Bodies
and NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice and Procedures for Unlabeled
Electrical Equipment Evaluation published by the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) are available at the Division.

201.-299. (RESERVED) 

300. CIVIL PENALTIES.
The acts described in this section subject the violator to a civil penalty
not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each separate count or
offense.

01. Statute or Rule. Failure to comply with any provision of Chapter
10, Title 54, Idaho Code or Board Rule.

02. Licensure or Registration. Except as provided by Section 54-1016,
Idaho Code, performance of electrical work without an active license or
registration as required by Chapter 10, Title 54, Idaho Code. General
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contractors registered pursuant to Section 54-1016, Idaho Code who 
submit a bid on a multi-trade construction project which includes a 
licensed electrical contractor's pricing is not considered as acting or 
attempting to act as an electrical contractor. 
 
03. Performance Outside Scope. Performance of any electrical 
installation, alteration, or maintenance by a limited electrical 
contractor, limited electrical installer, or trainee outside the scope of 
the limited electrical license or registration. 
 
04. Employees. Knowing employment of a person who does not hold 
an active license or registration to perform electrical work. 
 
05. Supervision. Working as an apprentice or limited electrical 
installer trainee without the required journeyman, master, or installer 
supervision or employing an apprentice or trainee without providing 
the required supervision. 
 
06. Fees, Permits, and Inspections. Failure to obtain a required 
permit, pay applicable fees, properly post a permit, or request an 
inspection of any electrical work. 
 
07. Corrections. Failure to make corrections in the time allotted in the 
notice on any electrical work. 
 
08. Misrepresentation of Fees. Misrepresentation of the permit or 
inspection fees to the customer. 
 
09. Advertising. Advertising to engage in the business, trade, practice, 
or work of an electrical contractor as defined in Sections 54-1003A 
and 54-1010, Idaho Code, without holding a current and valid 
electrical contractor license issued by the Division or advertising 
without including the contractor license number in the advertisement. 
Advertising includes, but is not limited to: newspaper, telephone 
directory, community flier ads or notices; telephone, television, radio, 
internet, or door-to-door solicitations. 
 
10. Order. Failure to comply with any lawful order of the Board or 
Division administrator. 
 
500. PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS. 
 
01. Permits and Inspections. 
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a. Permits. All electrical permits must shall be purchased before work is
commenced. Payment of the total permit fee must shall be made prior to a
final inspection.

i. No wiring or equipment may be concealed in any manner from access or
sight until the work has been inspected and approved for cover by the
electrical inspector except for those installations pursuant to Section 54-
1005(3), Idaho Code.

b. Completion of Installation. Each installation made by a permit holder or
his authorized representative must shall request an inspection from the
Division.

c. Expiration of Permits. Every permit issued shall expires and become null
and void after three hundred sixty-five (365) days from the purchase date.
A permit may be renewed or extended for an additional year upon receipt
of Division approval and payment of a sixty-five dollar ($65) renewal fee.

d. Transferring a Permit. A permit may be transferred to another eligible
party if such party provides to the Division written authorization signed and
notarized by the original permit holder consenting to the transfer itself and
assigning all responsibilities and conditions incorporated into the original
permit issuance. A permit may be transferred to the owner of the property
on which the electrical work is to be performed and for which the permit
was issued or such owner's designated legal agent in cases where such
owner has terminated his legal relationship with the electrical contractor
who originally obtained the permit. An administrative fee in the amount of
forty-five dollars ($45) for the transfer of the permit must shall be assessed
by the Division.

02. Fee Schedule.

a. Residential Permits. Includes associated buildings with wiring being
constructed on each property.

i. New residential construction permits:
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ii. Existing Dwelling Unit Permit: sixty-five dollars ($65) per inspection.

b. Other Installations Including Industrial and Commercial Permits. The
following fees will shall apply to industrial and commercial installations and
installations not specifically mentioned elsewhere in this Fee Schedule. The
electrical cost must shall be the cost to the owner of all labor charges and all
other costs that are incurred to complete the installation of all wiring and
equipment installed as part of the system. Factory assembled industrial
machinery to be operated by electrical energy will shall not be included in
calculating these fees.

i. Wiring cost not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000): sixty dollars ($60)
plus two percent (2%) of total wiring cost.

ii. Wiring cost over ten thousand dollars ($10,000) but not exceeding one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000): two hundred sixty dollars ($260) plus
one percent (1%) of wiring cost in excess of ten thousand dollars ($10,000).

111. Wiring cost over one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000): one thousand
one hundred sixty dollars ($1,160) plus one-half of one percent (.5%) of the
portion of wiring costs exceeding one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000).

iv. Small work not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500) in cost and not
involving a change in service connections: ten dollars ($10).

03. Requested Inspection Permit. A sixty-five dollar ($65) fee per inspection.

04. Reinspection Fees. A fee of sixty-five dollars ($65) per reinspection will
be assessed for work not being ready for inspection, inaccurate description of
jobsite locations or directions, or failure to respond to notice of correction.
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05. Virtual Inspection Request. Forty-five dollar ($45) fee for Contractors 
and Specialty Contractors requesting a virtual inspection of qualified 
installations. 
 
06. Plan Check Fee. Sixty-five dollar ($65) minimum for one (1) hour or 
less. Over one (1) hour: sixty-five dollars ($65) plus sixty-five dollars ($65) 
for each hour, or portion thereof, in excess of one (1) hour. 
 
501.-599. (RESERVED) 
 
600. IDAHO ELECTRICAL CODE. 
Pursuant to Section 54-1001, Idaho Code, the Board adopts the 2020 National 
Electrical Code (herein NEC) with the following amendments: 
 
01. Article 110.3(A) and 110.3(B). Shall not apply to submersible well 
pumps installed in swimming and marine areas; provided however, such 
articles shall apply to all other equipment required in the installation of a 
submersible well pump in such areas except for the actual submersible well 
pump itself. 
 
02. Article 210.8 (A). Delete reference to 250-volt receptacles. 
 
03. Article 210.8(A)(7) Sinks. Delete article 210.8(A)(7) and replace with the 
following: Sinks - located in areas other than kitchens where receptacles are 
installed within one and eight tenths (1.8) meters (six (6) feet) of the outside 
edge of the sink. 
 
04. Article 210.8(A)(10). Delete article 210.8(A)(10) Laundry Areas. 
 
05. Article 210.8 (F). Delete Article 210.8 (F) for GFCI protection for 
outdoor outlets. 
 
06. Article 210.12 Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection. Shall apply in 
full. Exception: In dwelling units Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection 
shall only apply to all branch circuits and outlets supplying bedrooms. All 
other locations in dwelling units are exempt from the requirements of Article 
210.12. 
 
07. Article 210.52(E)(3). Delete article 210.52(E)(3) and replace with the 
following: Balconies, Decks, and Porches. Balconies, decks, and porches 
having an overall area of twenty (20) square feet or more that are accessible 
from inside the dwelling unit shall have at least one (1) receptacle outlet 
installed within the perimeter of the balcony, deck, or porch. The receptacle 
shall not be located more than two (2.0) meters (six and one half (6½) feet) 
above the balcony, deck, or porch surface. 
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08. Article 230.67 Surge Protection. Delete NEC Article 230.67.

09. Article 230.85 Emergency Disconnects. Delete Article 230.85.

10. Article 314.27(C) Boxes at Ceiling-Suspended (Paddle) Fan
Outlets. Delete second paragraph.

11. Article 320.23. Where the height of a crawl space does not exceed one
and four tenths (1.4) meters or four and one half (4.5) feet, it shall be
permissible to secure NM cables, that run at angles with joist, to the
bottom edge of joist. NM cables that run within two and one tenth (2.1)
meters or seven (7) feet of crawl space access shall comply with Article
320.23.

12. Article 334.10(3). Delete and replace with the following: Other
structures permitted to be of Types III, IV, and V construction. Cables
shall be concealed within walls, floors, or ceilings that provide a thermal
barrier of material that has at least a fifteen (15)-minute finish rating as
identified in listings of fire-rated assemblies. For the purpose of this
section, cables located in attics and underfloor areas that are not designed
to be occupied shall be considered concealed.

13. Pole Lighting. Poles used as lighting standards along roadways only
(parking areas are not roadways) that are forty (40) feet or less in nominal
height and that support no more than four (4) luminaires operating at a
nominal voltage of three hundred (300) volts or less to ground, shall not
be considered a structure as it is defined as equipment by the NEC. The
disconnecting means may be mounted to the pole or elsewhere in
accordance with NEC, Article 225.32, exception 3. Special purpose
fuseable fusible connectors (model SEC 1791-DF or model SEC 1791-SF)
or equivalent shall be installed in a listed handhole (underground)
enclosure. The enclosure shall be appropriately grounded and bonded per
the requirements of the NEC applicable to Article 230- Services.
Overcurrent protection shall be provided by a (fast-acting - minimum -
100K RMS Amps 600 VAC) rated fuse. Wiring within the pole for the
luminaires shall be protected by supplementary overcurrent device (time-
delay - minimum - 10K RMS Amps 600 VAC) in break-a-away fuse
holder accessible from the hand hole. Any poles supporting or
incorporating utilization equipment or exceeding the prescribed number of
luminaires, or in excess of
forty (40) feet, may be considered structures, and an appropriate service
disconnecting means shall be required per the NEC. All luminaire- 
supporting poles shall be appropriately grounded and bonded per the NEC.
A service may not need a Watt Hour Meter.

Proposed change to 

600.13., is a spelling 

error. 
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14. Article 422.5 (A)(7). Delete Article 422.5 (A)(7) GFCI protection for
dwelling unit dishwashers.

15. Article 480.7(B) Battery Emergency Disconnect. Delete.

16. Article 675.8(B). Compliance with Article 675.8(B) will include the
additional requirement that a disconnecting means always be provided at
the point of service from the utility no matter where the disconnecting
means for the machine is located.

17. Article 682.10. Shall not apply to submersible well pumps installed in
swimming and marine areas; provided however, such articles shall apply to
all other equipment required in the installation of a submersible well pump
in such areas except for the actual submersible well pump itself.

18. Article 682.11. Add the following exception: This article shall not
apply to service equipment that is located on or at the dwelling unit and
which is not susceptible to flooding.

19. Article 682.13. Add the following exceptions:

a. Exception No 1. Wiring methods such as HDPE schedule eighty (80)
electrical conduit or its equivalent or greater and clearly marked at a
minimum "Caution Electrical" to indicate that it contains electrical
conductors shall be approved. It shall be buried whenever practical, and in
accordance with the requirements of the authority having jurisdiction. The
use of gray HDPE water pipe rated at two hundred (200) PSI (e.g. SIDR-7
or DR-9) is suitable for use as a chase only when the following conditions
are met:

i. When internal conductors are jacketed submersible pump cable.

ii. When used in continuous lengths, directly buried, or secured on a
shoreline above and below the water line.

iii. When submersible pump wiring terminations in the body of water
according to 682.13 Exception No. 2 are met.

b. Exception No 2. Any listed and approved splices required to be made at
the submersible well pump itself, outside of a recognized submersed pump
sleeve or housing, when wires are too large to be housed inside such
sleeve, shall be covered with a non-metallic, impact resistant material, no
less than one quarter (.25) inches thick, such as heavy-duty heat shrink or
other equivalent method approved by the authority having jurisdiction.
(e.g. install a heat shrink over the sleeve or housing that the submersible
well pump is installed in, and then recover (apply heat) the heat shrink over
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both the HDPE and the water line). At least six (6) inches shall be over the 
sleeve and at least twelve (12) inches over the HDPE and water line. 

c. Exception No. 3. Pipe, conduit, PVC well casing, or other electrically
unlisted tubing may be used as a chase, but not as a raceway, to protect
conductors or cables from physical damage. Conductors or cables within a
chase shall be rated for the location.

20. Article 682.14. Add the following additional exception: For
installations of submersible well pumps installed in public swimming and
marine areas, submersible well pumps shall be considered directly
connected and shall be anchored in place. Ballast is an acceptable form of
anchoring.

21. Article 682.14(A). Add the following exception: For installations of
submersible well pumps installed in public swimming and marine areas,
motor controller circuits such as remotely located stop pushbutton/s,
disconnect/s, relay/s or switches shall be permitted as a required
disconnecting means. Such circuits shall be identified at a minimum as
"Emergency Pump Stop", or "Emergency Stop" with other obvious
indications on the visible side of the enclosure, that it controls a
submersible pump in the body of water.

22. Article 682.15. Add the following exceptions:

a. Exception No. 1. Submersible pumps, and their motor leads, located in
bodies of water, and that are rated sixty (60) amperes maximum, two
hundred fifty (250) volts maximum of any phase, shall have GFCI or
Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a maximum of
thirty (30) milliamps or less, protected by means selected by a licensed
installer, meeting listing or labeling requirements, and inspected by the
AHJ prior to submersion in bodies of water.

b. Exception No. 2. Installations or repair and replacement of submersible
pumps located in bodies of water, that are rated over sixty (60) amperes,
and rated at any voltage, shall be evaluated by a qualified designer or
experienced licensed contractor, or involve engineering or be engineered,
for each specific application, with the goal of public safety. Whenever
possible, GFCI or Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a
maximum of thirty (30) milliamps or less, meeting listing or labeling
requirements, shall be installed, and inspected by the AHJ prior to
submersion in bodies of water.

23. Article 690.12 Rapid Shut Down. Add following Exemptions:
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a. PV systems not installed on or in buildings, PV output circuits and dc
to dc converter output circuits that are installed in metallic raceways or
metal clad cables, or installed in enclosed metallic cable trays, or are
underground shall not be required to comply with Article 690.12.
Detached structures whose sole purpose is to house PV system
equipment shall not be considered buildings and thus may have roof
mounted PV systems without rapid shutdown equipment according to
this exception.

b. PV system circuits installed on or in buildings without the presence of
a utility supplied power source shall not be required to comply with
Article 690.12 where all of the following exist:

i. The minimum distance to bring electric utility power lines or service
conductors to the building is one thousand (1,000) feet or greater;

ii. The building has a minimum setback distance of one hundred (100)
feet from any building or structure located on adjacent properties;

iii. A lockable service entrance rated AC disconnect is installed outside
at a readily accessible location; and

IV. The AC disconnect has a permanent placard or label with the
following words or equivalent:

WARNING 
SOLAR PV SYSTEM IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH RAPID 

SHUTDOWN 

The warning placard or label shall comply with Article 110.21(B). 

24. Article 706.15 Off Grid Systems. Replace 706.15 with the
following. For one-family and two-family
dwellings, a disconnecting means or its remote control shall be located at
a readily accessible location.

601.-999. (RESERVED) 
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Propose wording of Electrical Rules (clean) 

24.39.10- RULES OF THE IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

000. LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The rules are promulgated pursuant to Sections 54-1001, 54-1005, 54-1006, 54-1007, 54-1008,
54-1009, 54-1013, 54-1018, 54-1019, 67-2604, 67-2614, 67-9406 and 67-9409, Idaho Code.

001. SCOPE.
The rules prescribe criteria and fees for issuance of licenses, electrical permits, and inspections
of electrical installations, civil penalties, and adoption and amendment of the National Electrical
Code.

002. DEFINITIONS.

01. Associated Buildings. All buildings, structures, and fixtures used for domestic purposes and
in connection with the primary or secondary residence, such as garages, sheds, barns, or shops.

02. Person. Includes an individual, company, firm, partnership, corporation, association or other
organizations.

003. ABBREVIATIONS
01. AC. Alternating Current.

02. AHJ. Authority Having Jurisdiction.

03. DC. Direct Current.

04. GFCI. Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection.

05. HDPE. High Density Polyethylene.

06. K. Thousand.

07. NABCEP. North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners.

08. NEC. National Electrical Code.

09. NFPA. National Fire Protection Association.

10. NM. Non-Metallic.

11. NRTL. National Recognized Testing Laboratory.

12. PVC. Polyvinyl Chloride.

13. PV. Photovoltaic.

14. RMS. Root Mean Square.
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15. VAC. Volts Alternating Current. 

 

004.-099. (RESERVED) 

100. LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION. 

01. Journeyman. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the Board and submit 
evidence of a minimum of eight thousand (8,000) hours of work experience as an apprentice 
making electrical installations in accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction in which 
the applicant obtained the experience; or have a current comparable license from another state 
obtained through an examination meeting the same requirements as set by the board.  
 
a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the exam after showing proof of satisfactory 
completion of a four-year sequence of instruction approved by the Idaho Division of Career-
Technical Education with six thousand (6,000) hours of work experience or 16,000 hours of 
electrical experience. 
 
b. Work experience in appliance repair, motor winding, or communications will not count 
towards the requirements to take the journeyman examination or obtain a provisional 
journeyman or journeyman license. 
 
c. Not more than two thousand (2,000) hours of work experience gained while engaged in the 
practice of a limited electrical installer or trainee may be counted toward the satisfaction of the 
experience requirements for journeyman licensure. 
 
02. Master. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the Board; or have a current 
comparable license from another state obtained through an examination meeting the same 
requirements as set by the board. A master electrician does not need to also hold a journeyman 
license. 
 
a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the exam after showing proof of eight thousand (8,000) 
hours work experience as an journeyman making electrical installations in accordance with the 
requirements of the jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience as a journeyman 
electrician and has not received a civil penalties in the prior two (2) years. 
 
03. Limited Electrical Installer. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the 
Board; or have a current comparable license from another state obtained through an examination 
meeting the same requirements as set by the board. 
 
a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the limit electrical exam after showing proof of four 
thousand (4,000) hours work experience making electrical installations in accordance with the 
requirements of the jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience in that limited 
category; or eight thousand (8,000) hours experience if education or a certification is required by 
that limited category. 
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04. Electrical Contractor and Limited Electrical Contractor. An applicant must pass an
examination designated by the Board.

a. Examination. An applicant or its entity designee (such as, corporation, partnership, company,
firm, or association) may sit for the exam after submitting an application signed by the applicant
or an official representative of the entity making the application and countersigned by the
supervising electrician. Any such designee must be a supervisory employee and may not
represent any other applicant for a contractor's license.

b. Supervising electrician. A person that has had their license revoke in the past year will not be
qualified to be a supervising electrician. 

i. An electrical contractor must be countersigned by a licensed master electrician.

ii. A limited electrical contractor must be countersigned by a licensed master electrician,
journeyman electrician, or a limited electrical installer. 

iii. Electrical contractors and limited electrical contractors that currently hold a contracting
license will not be required to meet the requirements of subparagraph (i) or (ii) unless a new 
supervising electrician is designated. 

c. In the event the working relationship between a contractor and either its supervising electrician
or designee terminates, the contractor will notify the Division in writing within ten (10) days of 
the date of termination. The contractor may not purchase new permits, unless another duly 
qualified designee passes the contractor's examination or another supervising electrician has 
countersigned for their license. Electrical contractors will be able to make electrical installations 
for ninety (90) days for any active permit/s as long as a journeyman electrician is employed by 
the contractor. 

05. Facility accounts. A journeyman who is an employee of a company, corporation, firm, or
association with a facility account may sign as supervising electrician for that facility account in 
addition to signing as supervising journeyman for his own contractor's license so long as the 
journeyman is listed as the owner. 

06. Continuing Education.

a. To renew, journeymen and master electricians must provide proof of completion, during the
prior three (3) years, of twenty-four (24) hours of continuing education instruction consisting of
eight (8) hours of code update covering changes included in the latest edition of the National
Electrical Code and sixteen (16) hours of any combination of code-update training, code-related
training, or industry-related training.

b. To renew, an apprentice who has completed the education (if applicable) and experience
requirements but has not passed the journeyman examination within two (2) years of completion
of the education (if applicable) and experience requirements must provide proof of completion of
twenty-four (24) hours of continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours of NFPA
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70E training and sixteen (16) hours of code update training, code-related training, or industry-
related training, during the prior year. 
 
c. To renew, an apprentice who has not complete the education requirements must provide proof 
that they are currently attending instruction approved by the Idaho Division of Career-Technical 
Education, or completion of twenty-four (24) hours of continuing education instruction 
consisting of eight (8) hours of NFPA 70E training and sixteen (16) hours of code update 
training, code related, or industry-related training, during the prior three (3) years. 
 
101.-199. (RESERVED) 
 
200. PRACTICE STANDARDS. 
 
01. Electrical Contracting Work. Contracting work includes electrical maintenance or repair 
work, in addition to new electrical installations, unless such work is expressly exempted by 
Section 54-1016, Idaho Code. 
 
02. Procedure Documentation. The following must be approved by the board. When approved 
the chairman and the administrator of the Division must sign the documentation and post the 
documentation on the Division website. 
 
i. Electrical examination bulletin. Descriptive of what is contained on the exam, passing scores 
for the exams, what happens when if you fail the test, and additional exams that are approved. 
 
ii. General inspector’s test. Descriptive of what is contained on the exam, and additional exams 
that are approved. 
 
iii. Staggered system of issuing and renewing licenses. Descriptive of how licenses are used and 
renewed.   
 
iv. Electrical Interpretation of the National Electrical Code. Descriptive of any interpretation or 
enforcement of the National Electrical Code. 
 
v. Comparable Licenses and Registrations. Descriptive of any state issued electrical license. 
 
vi. Revocation and Suspension of License and Registration. Descriptive of causes that will lead 
to a license or registration being revoked or suspended. 
 
 
 
03. Supervision. 
 
a. The designated supervising electrician; must be available during working hours to carry out 
the duties of supervising, as set forth herein; and will be responsible for supervision of electrical 
installations made by said contractor. 
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i. A limited electrical contractor may act as a limited electrical installer upon the condition that
they holds an active limited electrical installer license.

b. The employing contractor or limited electrical contractor must ensure each apprentice, trainee,
and provisional journeyman performs electrical work only under the constant on-the-job
supervision and training.

i. A master or journeyman electrician may supervise a provisional journeyman electrician,
apprentice electrician, or limited electrical trainee. 

ii. A limited electrical installer may supervise only a limited electrical trainee.

c. Journeyman-to-Apprentice Ratio. One (1) journeyman must not supervise more than four (4)
apprentices performing electrical work on one- and two- family dwelling units. One (1)
journeyman must not supervise and train more than two (2) apprentices performing electrical
work on all other types of electrical installations.

i. The journeyman-to-apprentice ratio may be adjusted on a case-by-case basis by a showing by
an electrical contractor of special circumstances that are peculiar to the work done by that
electrical contractor and that allow for effective supervision and training by each journeyman
electrician. An electrical contractor must obtain permission from the Division to adjust the
journeyman-to-apprentice ratio. Failure to comply with this requirement will be grounds for
suspension or revocation of the electrical contractor's license.

04. Installations Connected Prior to Inspection. Only a licensed electrical contractor may have
a power supply company connect and energize a service prior to an inspection being performed.
Any contractor energizing a service prior to inspection shall assume full responsibility for the
installation. The contractor shall request the Division conduct an inspection on the next business
day after the temporary service is energized.

a. A power supply company may only connect and energize a temporary service upon receipt of
a copy of an electrical permit. 

b. A power supply company may connect and energize a service if the power supply company
deems the connection and energization necessary to preserve life or property upon receipt of a 
copy of an electrical permit. 

05. Limited Electrical Installations. A limited electrical installer must be employed by an
electrical contractor or limited electrical contractor in the same restricted category and may only
countersign a limited electrical contractor's license application as supervising limited electrical
installer for work within the same restricted category. Limited electrical installations must
comply with the National Electrical Code, as amended herein. The following categories of
electrical installations constitute limited electrical installations, the practice of which must
require an electrical contractor or limited electrical contractor license:
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a. Elevator, Dumbwaiter, Escalator, or Moving-Walk Electrical. An elevator electrical limited
licensee is only authorized to install, maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and
wiring beyond the disconnect switch in the machine room of the elevator and pertaining directly
to the operation and control thereof when located in the elevator shaft and machine room.

b. Sign Electrical. A sign electrical limited licensee is only authorized to install, maintain, repair,
and replace equipment, controls, and wiring on the secondary side of sign disconnecting means;
provided the disconnecting means is located on the sign or within sight therefrom.

c. Manufacturing or Assembling Equipment. A licensed limited electrical manufacturing or
assembling equipment installer is only authorized to install, maintain, repair, and replace
equipment, controls, and accessory wiring, integral to the specific equipment, on the load side of
the equipment disconnecting means. Electrical service and feeder are to be installed by others.
The licensee may also install circuitry in modules or fabricated enclosures for the purpose of
connecting the necessary components which individually bear a label from a nationally
recognized testing laboratory when such equipment is designed and manufactured for a specific
job installation.

i. This subsection does not apply to a limited electrical manufacturing or assembling equipment
installer installing electrical wiring, equipment, and apparatus in modular buildings as that phrase
is defined in Section 39-4105, Idaho Code. Only journeyman electricians and electrical
apprentices, employed by an electrical contractor, may perform such installations.

d. Limited Energy Electrical. Limited energy systems are defined as fire and security alarm
systems, class 2 and class 3 signaling circuits, key card operators, nurse call systems, motor and
electrical apparatus controls and other limited energy applications covered by the NEC. Unless
exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code, any person who installs, maintains, replaces or
repairs electrical wiring and equipment for limited energy systems in facilities other than one (1)
or two (2) family dwellings must be required to have a valid limited energy limited electrical
license.

i. Limited energy systems do not include, and no license of any type is required for, the
installation of landscape sprinkler controls or communication circuits, wires and apparatus that
include telephone systems, telegraph facilities, outside wiring for fire and security alarm systems
which are used for communication purposes, and central station systems of a similar nature, PBX
systems, audio-visual and sound systems, public address and intercom systems, data
communication systems, radio and television systems, antenna systems and other similar
systems.

e. Irrigation Sprinkler Electrical. An irrigation system electrical limited licensee is only
authorized to install, maintain, repair and replace equipment, controls and wiring beyond the
disconnect switch supplying power to the electric irrigation machine. The irrigation machine is
considered to include the hardware, motors and controls of the irrigation machine and
underground conductors connecting the control centers on the irrigation machine to the load side
of the disconnecting device. Disconnect device to be installed by others.
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f. Well Driller and Water Pump Installer. A license holder in this category is only authorized to
perform the following types of installations:

i. Single or three (3) phase water pumps: install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical
equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to the load side, including fuses, of
the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others.

ii. Domestic water pumps, one hundred twenty/two hundred forty (120/240) volt, single phase,
sixty (60) amps or less: install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical equipment, wires, and
accessories from the pump motor up to and including the disconnecting device.

iii. Temporarily connect into a power source to test the installations, provided that all test wiring
is removed before the installer leaves the site.

iv. Individual residential wastewater pumping units. Install, maintain, repair and replace all
electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to and including the
disconnecting device for systems that serve one-family, two-family, or three-family residential
installations.

g. Refrigeration, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Electrical Installer. A license holder in this
category is only authorized to perform the following types of installations, which installations
must be limited to factory assembled, packaged units:

i. Heating Units (single phase): install, repair, and maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and
accessories from the unit up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device.
Disconnecting device to be installed by others.

ii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning Equipment and Heat Pumps (single phase): install, repair, and
maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the unit up to the load side,
including fuses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others.

iii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems (three (3) phase): install, maintain, and
repair all electrical equipment and accessories up to the load side, including fuses, of the
disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others.

h. Outside Wireman. Applicants for this license category must provide documentation of having
completed an electrical lineman apprenticeship program or similar program approved by the U.S.
Department of Labor, Office of Apprenticeship. Any person currently licensed in this category is
only authorized to perform the following types of installation.

i. Overhead distribution and transmission lines in excess of six hundred (600) volts.

ii. Underground distribution and transmission lines in excess of six hundred (600) volts.

iii. Substation and switchyard construction in excess of six hundred (600) volts.
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i. Solar Photovoltaic. Applicants for this license category must provide proof of photovoltaic 
installer certification by the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP) 
or equivalent. Any person licensed in this category is only authorized to perform the following 
types of installations: 
 
i. Solar Photovoltaic DC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all electrical equipment, 
wires, and accessories up to and including the inverter. 
 
ii. Solar Photovoltaic micro-inverter/AC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all 
electrical equipment, wires, and accessories up to and including the AC combiner box. 
 
j. Limited Residential Electrician. Applicants for this license category must provide proof of two 
(2) years education approved by the Idaho Division of Career-Technical Education. A residential 
electrician is only authorized to install, maintain, repair installation that are not covered by 
chapter 5, 6, and 7 of the National Electrical Code for the following: 
 
i. New and existing one (1), and two (2) family dwelling units with a service not exceeding 400 
amps, 240/120 volt single phase. 
 
ii. New and existing one (1), and (2) family dwelling unit Associated Buildings. 
 
iii. New and existing multi-family dwelling units with a height not exceeding three (3) floors 
above finish grade, and not more than sixteen (16) units per building. 
 
iv. New and existing multi-family unit Associated Buildings. 
 
v. Temporary Power for the construction of one (1), two (2), and multi-family dwelling units and 
Associated Buildings.  
 
06. Certification and Approval of Electrical Products and Materials. All materials, devices, 
fittings, equipment, apparatus, luminaires, and appliances installed or to be used in installations 
that are supplied with electric energy must be approved as provided in one (1) of the following 
methods: 
 
a. Testing Laboratory. Be tested, examined, and certified (Listed) by a Nationally Recognized 
Testing Laboratory (NRTL). 
 
b. Field Evaluation. Non-listed electrical equipment may be approved for use through a field 
evaluation process performed in accordance with recognized practices and procedures such as 
those contained in the 2012 edition of NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice and Procedures for 
Unlabeled Electrical Equipment Evaluation published by the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA). Such evaluations must be conducted by: 
 
i. A field evaluation body approved by the authority having jurisdiction. The field evaluation 
body must meet minimum recognized standards for competency, such as NFPA 790 - Standard 
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for Competency of Third Party Field Evaluation Bodies, 2012 edition, published by the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA); or 
 
ii. In the case of industrial machinery only, as defined by NFPA 79 - Electrical Standard for 
Industrial Machinery, 2012 edition, a field evaluation may be performed by a professional 
engineer currently licensed to practice electrical engineering by the state of Idaho and who is not 
involved in the design of the equipment being evaluated or the facility in which the equipment is 
to be installed. 
 
c. Availability of NFPA Standards. The most recent edition of NFPA 790 - Standard for 
Competency of Third-Party Field Evaluation Bodies and NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice 
and Procedures for Unlabeled Electrical Equipment Evaluation published by the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) are available at the Division. 
 
201.-299. (RESERVED) 
 
300. CIVIL PENALTIES. 
The acts described in this section subject the violator to a civil penalty not to exceed one 
thousand dollars ($1,000) for each separate count or offense. 
 
01. Statute or Rule. Failure to comply with any provision of Chapter 10, Title 54, Idaho Code or 
Board Rule. 
 
02. Licensure or Registration. Except as provided by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code, 
performance of electrical work without an active license or registration as required by Chapter 
10, Title 54, Idaho Code. General contractors registered pursuant to Section 54-1016, Idaho 
Code who submit a bid on a multi-trade construction project which includes a licensed electrical 
contractor's pricing is not considered as acting or attempting to act as an electrical contractor. 
 
03. Performance Outside Scope. Performance of any electrical installation, alteration, or 
maintenance by a limited electrical contractor, limited electrical installer, or trainee outside the 
scope of the limited electrical license or registration. 
 
04. Employees. Knowing employment of a person who does not hold an active license or 
registration to perform electrical work. 
 
05. Supervision. Working as an apprentice or limited electrical installer trainee without the 
required journeyman, master, or installer supervision or employing an apprentice or trainee 
without providing the required supervision. 
 
06. Fees, Permits, and Inspections. Failure to obtain a required permit, pay applicable fees, 
properly post a permit, or request an inspection of any electrical work. 
 
07. Corrections. Failure to make corrections in the time allotted in the notice on any electrical 
work. 
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08. Misrepresentation of Fees. Misrepresentation of the permit or inspection fees to the 
customer. 
 
09. Advertising. Advertising to engage in the business, trade, practice, or work of an electrical 
contractor as defined in Sections 54-1003A and 54-1010, Idaho Code, without holding a current 
and valid electrical contractor license issued by the Division or advertising without including the 
contractor license number in the advertisement. Advertising includes, but is not limited to: 
newspaper, telephone directory, community flier ads or notices; telephone, television, radio, 
internet, or door-to-door solicitations. 
 
10. Order. Failure to comply with any lawful order of the Board or Division administrator. 
 
500. PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS. 
 
01. Permits and Inspections. 
 
a. Permits. All electrical permits must be purchased before work is commenced. Payment of the 
total permit fee must be made prior to a final inspection. 
 
i. No wiring or equipment may be concealed in any manner from access or sight until the work 
has been inspected and approved for cover by the electrical inspector except for those 
installations pursuant to Section 54-1005(3), Idaho Code. 
 
b. Completion of Installation. Each installation made by a permit holder or his authorized 
representative must request an inspection from the Division. 
 
c. Expiration of Permits. Every permit issued expires and become null and void after three 
hundred sixty-five (365) days from the purchase date. A permit may be renewed or extended for 
an additional year upon receipt of Division approval and payment of a sixty-five dollar ($65) 
renewal fee. 
 
d. Transferring a Permit. A permit may be transferred to another eligible party if such party 
provides to the Division written authorization signed and notarized by the original permit holder 
consenting to the transfer itself and assigning all responsibilities and conditions incorporated into 
the original permit issuance. A permit may be transferred to the owner of the property on which 
the electrical work is to be performed and for which the permit was issued or such owner's 
designated legal agent in cases where such owner has terminated his legal relationship with the 
electrical contractor who originally obtained the permit. An administrative fee in the amount of 
forty-five dollars ($45) for the transfer of the permit must be assessed by the Division. 
 
02. Fee Schedule. 
 
a. Residential Permits. Includes associated buildings with wiring being constructed on each 
property. 
 
i. New residential construction permits: 
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ii. Existing Dwelling Unit Permit: sixty-five dollars ($65) per inspection.

b. Other Installations Including Industrial and Commercial Permits. The following fees will
apply to industrial and commercial installations and installations not specifically mentioned
elsewhere in this Fee Schedule. The electrical cost must be the cost to the owner of all labor
charges and all other costs that are incurred to complete the installation of all wiring and
equipment installed as part of the system. Factory assembled industrial machinery to be operated
by electrical energy will not be included in calculating these fees.

i. Wiring cost not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000): sixty dollars ($60) plus two percent
(2%) of total wiring cost.

ii. Wiring cost over ten thousand dollars ($10,000) but not exceeding one hundred thousand
dollars ($100,000): two hundred sixty dollars ($260) plus one percent (1%) of wiring cost in
excess of ten thousand dollars ($10,000).

111. Wiring cost over one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000): one thousand one hundred sixty
dollars ($1,160) plus one-half of one percent (.5%) of the portion of wiring costs exceeding one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000).

iv. Small work not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500) in cost and not involving a change in
service connections: ten dollars ($10).

03. Requested Inspection Permit. A sixty-five dollar ($65) fee per inspection.
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04. Reinspection Fees. A fee of sixty-five dollars ($65) per reinspection will be assessed for 
work not being ready for inspection, inaccurate description of jobsite locations or directions, or 
failure to respond to notice of correction. 
 
05. Virtual Inspection Request. Forty-five dollar ($45) fee for Contractors and Specialty 
Contractors requesting a virtual inspection of qualified installations. 
 
06. Plan Check Fee. Sixty-five dollar ($65) minimum for one (1) hour or less. Over one (1) 
hour: sixty-five dollars ($65) plus sixty-five dollars ($65) for each hour, or portion thereof, in 
excess of one (1) hour. 
 
501.-599. (RESERVED) 
 
600. IDAHO ELECTRICAL CODE. 
Pursuant to Section 54-1001, Idaho Code, the Board adopts the 2020 National Electrical Code 
(herein NEC) with the following amendments: 
 
01. Article 110.3(A) and 110.3(B). Shall not apply to submersible well pumps installed in 
swimming and marine areas; provided however, such articles shall apply to all other equipment 
required in the installation of a submersible well pump in such areas except for the actual 
submersible well pump itself. 
 
02. Article 210.8 (A). Delete reference to 250-volt receptacles. 
 
03. Article 210.8(A)(7) Sinks. Delete article 210.8(A)(7) and replace with the following: Sinks - 
located in areas other than kitchens where receptacles are installed within one and eight tenths 
(1.8) meters (six (6) feet) of the outside edge of the sink. 
 
04. Article 210.8(A)(10). Delete article 210.8(A)(10) Laundry Areas. 
 
05. Article 210.8 (F). Delete Article 210.8 (F) for GFCI protection for outdoor outlets. 
 
06. Article 210.12 Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection. Shall apply in full. Exception: In 
dwelling units Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection shall only apply to all branch circuits and 
outlets supplying bedrooms. All other locations in dwelling units are exempt from the 
requirements of Article 210.12. 
 
07. Article 210.52(E)(3). Delete article 210.52(E)(3) and replace with the following: Balconies, 
Decks, and Porches. Balconies, decks, and porches having an overall area of twenty (20) square 
feet or more that are accessible from inside the dwelling unit shall have at least one (1) 
receptacle outlet installed within the perimeter of the balcony, deck, or porch. The receptacle 
shall not be located more than two (2.0) meters (six and one half (6½) feet) above the balcony, 
deck, or porch surface. 
 
08. Article 230.67 Surge Protection. Delete NEC Article 230.67. 
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09. Article 230.85 Emergency Disconnects. Delete Article 230.85. 
 
10. Article 314.27(C) Boxes at Ceiling-Suspended (Paddle) Fan Outlets. Delete second 
paragraph. 
 
11. Article 320.23. Where the height of a crawl space does not exceed one and four tenths (1.4) 
meters or four and one half (4.5) feet, it shall be permissible to secure NM cables, that run at 
angles with joist, to the bottom edge of joist. NM cables that run within two and one tenth (2.1) 
meters or seven (7) feet of crawl space access shall comply with Article 320.23. 
 
12. Article 334.10(3). Delete and replace with the following: Other structures permitted to be of 
Types III, IV, and V construction. Cables shall be concealed within walls, floors, or ceilings that 
provide a thermal barrier of material that has at least a fifteen (15)-minute finish rating as 
identified in listings of fire-rated assemblies. For the purpose of this section, cables located in 
attics and underfloor areas that are not designed to be occupied shall be considered concealed. 
 
13. Pole Lighting. Poles used as lighting standards along roadways only (parking areas are not 
roadways) that are forty (40) feet or less in nominal height and that support no more than four (4) 
luminaires operating at a nominal voltage of three hundred (300) volts or less to ground, shall not 
be considered a structure as it is defined as equipment by the NEC. The disconnecting means 
may be mounted to the pole or elsewhere in accordance with NEC, Article 225.32, exception 3. 
Special purpose fusible connectors (model SEC 1791-DF or model SEC 1791-SF) or equivalent 
shall be installed in a listed handhole (underground) enclosure. The enclosure shall be 
appropriately grounded and bonded per the requirements of the NEC applicable to Article 230- 
Services. Overcurrent protection shall be provided by a (fast-acting - minimum - 100K RMS 
Amps 600 VAC) rated fuse. Wiring within the pole for the luminaires shall be protected by 
supplementary overcurrent device (time-delay -minimum - 10K RMS Amps 600 VAC) in break-
a-away fuse holder accessible from the hand hole. Any poles supporting or incorporating 
utilization equipment or exceeding the prescribed number of luminaires, or in excess of 
forty (40) feet, may be considered structures, and an appropriate service disconnecting means 
shall be required per the NEC. All luminaire- supporting poles shall be appropriately grounded 
and bonded per the NEC. A service may not need a Watt Hour Meter. 
 
14. Article 422.5 (A)(7). Delete Article 422.5 (A)(7) GFCI protection for dwelling unit 
dishwashers. 
 
15. Article 480.7(B) Battery Emergency Disconnect. Delete. 
 
16. Article 675.8(B). Compliance with Article 675.8(B) will include the additional requirement 
that a disconnecting means always be provided at the point of service from the utility no matter 
where the disconnecting means for the machine is located. 
 
17. Article 682.10. Shall not apply to submersible well pumps installed in swimming and marine 
areas; provided however, such articles shall apply to all other equipment required in the 
installation of a submersible well pump in such areas except for the actual submersible well 
pump itself. 
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18. Article 682.11. Add the following exception: This article shall not apply to service 
equipment that is located on or at the dwelling unit and which is not susceptible to flooding. 
 
19. Article 682.13. Add the following exceptions: 
 
a. Exception No 1. Wiring methods such as HDPE schedule eighty (80) electrical conduit or its 
equivalent or greater and clearly marked at a minimum "Caution Electrical" to indicate that it 
contains electrical conductors shall be approved. It shall be buried whenever practical, and in 
accordance with the requirements of the authority having jurisdiction. The use of gray HDPE 
water pipe rated at two hundred (200) PSI (e.g. SIDR-7 or DR-9) is suitable for use as a chase 
only when the following conditions are met: 
 
i. When internal conductors are jacketed submersible pump cable. 
 
ii. When used in continuous lengths, directly buried, or secured on a shoreline above and below 
the water line. 
 
iii. When submersible pump wiring terminations in the body of water according to 682.13 
Exception No. 2 are met. 
 
b. Exception No 2. Any listed and approved splices required to be made at the submersible well 
pump itself, outside of a recognized submersed pump sleeve or housing, when wires are too large 
to be housed inside such sleeve, shall be covered with a non-metallic, impact resistant material, 
no less than one quarter (.25) inches thick, such as heavy-duty heat shrink or other equivalent 
method approved by the authority having jurisdiction. (e.g. install a heat shrink over the sleeve or 
housing that the submersible well pump is installed in, and then recover (apply heat) the heat 
shrink over both the HDPE and the water line). At least six (6) inches shall be over the sleeve 
and at least twelve (12) inches over the HDPE and water line. 
 
c. Exception No. 3. Pipe, conduit, PVC well casing, or other electrically unlisted tubing may be 
used as a chase, but not as a raceway, to protect conductors or cables from physical damage. 
Conductors or cables within a chase shall be rated for the location. 
 
20. Article 682.14. Add the following additional exception: For installations of submersible well 
pumps installed in public swimming and marine areas, submersible well pumps shall be 
considered directly connected and shall be anchored in place. Ballast is an acceptable form of 
anchoring. 
 
21. Article 682.14(A). Add the following exception: For installations of submersible well pumps 
installed in public swimming and marine areas, motor controller circuits such as remotely located 
stop pushbutton/s, disconnect/s, relay/s or switches shall be permitted as a required disconnecting 
means. Such circuits shall be identified at a minimum as "Emergency Pump Stop", or 
"Emergency Stop" with other obvious indications on the visible side of the enclosure, that it 
controls a submersible pump in the body of water. 
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22. Article 682.15. Add the following exceptions: 
 
a. Exception No. 1. Submersible pumps, and their motor leads, located in bodies of water, and 
that are rated sixty (60) amperes maximum, two hundred fifty (250) volts maximum of any 
phase, shall have GFCI or Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a maximum of 
thirty (30) milliamps or less, protected by means selected by a licensed installer, meeting listing 
or labeling requirements, and inspected by the AHJ prior to submersion in bodies of water. 
 
b. Exception No. 2. Installations or repair and replacement of submersible pumps located in 
bodies of water, that are rated over sixty (60) amperes, and rated at any voltage, shall be 
evaluated by a qualified designer or experienced licensed contractor, or involve engineering or 
be engineered, for each specific application, with the goal of public safety. Whenever possible, 
GFCI or Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a maximum of thirty (30) 
milliamps or less, meeting listing or labeling requirements, shall be installed, and inspected by 
the AHJ prior to submersion in bodies of water. 
 
23. Article 690.12 Rapid Shut Down. Add following Exemptions: 
 
a. PV systems not installed on or in buildings, PV output circuits and dc to dc converter output 
circuits that are installed in metallic raceways or metal clad cables, or installed in enclosed 
metallic cable trays, or are underground shall not be required to comply with Article 690.12. 
Detached structures whose sole purpose is to house PV system equipment shall not be considered 
buildings and thus may have roof mounted PV systems without rapid shutdown equipment 
according to this exception. 
 
b. PV system circuits installed on or in buildings without the presence of a utility supplied power 
source shall not be required to comply with Article 690.12 where all of the following exist: 
 
i. The minimum distance to bring electric utility power lines or service conductors to the building 
is one thousand (1,000) feet or greater; 
 
ii. The building has a minimum setback distance of one hundred (100) feet from any building or 
structure located on adjacent properties; 
 
iii. A lockable service entrance rated AC disconnect is installed outside at a readily accessible 
location; and 
 
IV. The AC disconnect has a permanent placard or label with the following words or equivalent: 
 

WARNING 
SOLAR PV SYSTEM IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH RAPID SHUTDOWN 

 
The warning placard or label shall comply with Article 110.21(B). 
 
24. Article 706.15 Off Grid Systems. Replace 706.15 with the following. For one-family and 
two-family 
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dwellings, a disconnecting means or its remote control shall be located at a readily accessible 
location. 

601.-999. (RESERVED) 
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IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

  Agenda Item No. 02   Board Business Vote on Proposed Rules 

PRESENTER: Michael Hyde, Executive Officer 

OBJECTIVE: Vote to send the proposed rules to pending status 

ACTION: Vote 

BACKGROUND: 

PROCEDURAL 
HISTORY: 

ATTACHMENTS: Proposed Rules 
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24.39.10 – RULES OF THE IDAHO ELECTRICAL BOARD 

000. LEGAL AUTHORITY.
The rules are promulgated pursuant to Sections 54-1001, 54-1005, 54-1006, 54-1007, 54-1009, 54-1018, 67-2604,
67-2614, 67-9406 and 67-9409, Idaho Code. (     ) 

001. SCOPE.
The rules prescribe criteria and fees for issuance of licenses, electrical permits, and inspections of electrical
installations, civil penalties, and adoption and amendment of the National Electrical Code.  (        )

002. DEFINITIONS.

01. Associated Buildings. All buildings, structures, and fixtures used for domestic purposes and in
connection with the primary or secondary residence, such as garages, sheds, barns, or shops. (     ) 

02. Person. Includes an individual, company, firm, partnership, corporation, association or other
organization. (     ) 

100. LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION.

01. Journeyman. An applicant must pass an examination designated by the Board and either (a)
submit evidence of a minimum of six eight thousand (68,000) hours of work experience as an apprentice making 
electrical installations in accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the 
experience and satisfactory completion of a four-year sequence of instruction approved by the Idaho Division of 
Career-Technical Education, or (b) submit proof of sixteen thousand (16,000) hours of electrical experience in 
accordance with the requirements of the jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience. (        ) 

a. Examination. An applicant may sit for the exam after showing proof of completion of either the
approved 4-year sequence of instruction or 16,000 hours of electrical experience. (     ) 

b. Provisional Journeyman License. A provisional journeyman license can be issued to an applicant
who has completed the 16,000 hours of electrical experience but has not yet passed the examination. (     ) 

c. Work experience in appliance repair, motor winding, or communications will not count towards
the requirements to take the journeyman examination or obtain a provisional journeyman or journeyman license. 

(     ) 

d. No more than two thousand (2,000) hours of work experience gained while engaged in the practice
of a limited electrical installer or trainee may be counted toward the satisfaction of the experience requirements for 
journeyman licensure. (     ) 

02. Master. A master electrician does not need to also hold a journeyman license. (     ) 

03. Limited Electrical Installer. An applicant must submit evidence of a minimum of four thousand
(4,000) hours of work experience in the same limited category in accordance with the requirements of the 
jurisdiction in which the applicant obtained the experience.  (        ) 

04. Electrical Contractor and Limited Electrical Contractor. Applicant or its entity designee must
pass an examination designated by the Board and submit an application signed by the applicant or an official 
representative of the entity making the application and countersigned by the supervising electrician.  (        ) 

a. An entity applicant (such as, corporation, partnership, company, firm, or association) must
designate in writing an individual to represent it for examination purposes. Any such designee shall be a supervisory 
employee and may not represent any other applicant for a contractor’s license. (        ) 
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 b. In the event the working relationship between a contractor and its designee terminates, the 
contractor will notify the Division in writing within ten (10) days of the date of termination. The contractor may not 
purchase permits or make electrical installations unless another duly qualified designee passes the contractor’s 
examination on behalf of the contractor. (        ) 
 

05. Continuing Education.  
 
a. To renew, journeymen and master electricians must provide proof of completion, during the prior 

three-year license cycle, of twenty-four (24) hours of continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours 
of code update covering changes included in the latest edition of the National Electrical Code and sixteen (16) hours 
of any combination of code-update training, code-related training, or industry-related training.   (        ) 

 
b.  To renew, an apprentice who has completed the education (if applicable) and experience 

requirements but has not passed the journeyman examination within two (2) years after completion of the education 
(if applicable) and experience requirements must provide proof of completion of twenty-four (24) hours of 
continuing education instruction consisting of eight (8) hours of NFPA 70E training and sixteen (16) hours of code 
update training, code-related training, or industry-related training.  (        ) 

 
200. PRACTICE STANDARDS 
 
 01. Electrical Contracting Work. Contracting work includes electrical maintenance or repair work, 
in addition to new electrical installations, unless such work is expressly exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code. 
   (        ) 
 
 02. Contractor Scope. A contractor’s allowable scope of work is the same as the scope of its licensed 
employee.   (        ) 
 
 03. Supervision  (        ) 
 

a. The master, journeyman or limited electrical installer shall be designated the supervising 
electrician; must be available during working hours to carry out the duties of supervising, as set forth herein; and 
will be responsible for supervision of electrical installations made by said contractor as provided by Section 54-
1010, Idaho Code. (        ) 

 
 i.  A master, journeyman, or limited electrical installer is not qualified for one (1) year as the 
supervising electrician if his contractor license was revoked.  (        ) 
 
 ii. An individual contractor may act as his own supervising master, journeyman or limited electrical 
installer upon the condition that he holds an active master, journeyman, or limited electrical installer license.  (        ) 
 

b. The employing contractor or limited electrical contractor must ensure each apprentice, trainee, and 
provisional journeyman performs electrical work under the constant on-the-job supervision and training of a master, 
journeyman or installer.  (        ) 
 

c. Journeyman-to-Apprentice Ratio. One (1) journeyman shall not supervise more than four (4) 
apprentices performing electrical work on one and two-family dwelling units. One (1) journeyman shall not 
supervise and train more than two (2) apprentices performing electrical work on all other types of electrical 
installations.  (        ) 
 
 i. The journeyman-to-apprentice ratio may be adjusted on a case-by-case basis by a showing by an 
electrical contractor of special circumstances that are peculiar to the work done by that electrical contractor and that 
allow for effective supervision and training by each journeyman electrician. An electrical contractor must obtain 
permission from the Division to adjust the journeyman-to-apprentice ratio. (        ) 
 
 d. A journeyman who is an employee of a company, corporation, firm or association with a facility 
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account may sign as supervising electrician for that facility account in addition to signing as supervising journeyman 
for his own contractor’s license so long as the journeyman is listed as the owner. (        ) 
 
 04. Temporary Installations Connected Prior to InspectionPower Supply Company.  Only a 
licensed electrical contractor may have a power supply company connect and energize a temporary service for 
construction prior to an inspection being performed. Any contractor energizing a temporary service prior to 
inspection shall assume full responsibility for the installation of the temporary service. A power supply company 
may only connect and energize a temporary service upon receipt of a copy of an electrical permit and if the power 
supply company deems the connection and energization necessary to preserve life or property. The contractor shall 
request the Division conduct an inspection on the next business day after the temporary service is energized.A 
power supply company may connect and energize an electrical installation made by a licensed electrical contractor 
without delay and before the installation has passed inspection if the power supply company has both: received a 
copy of an electrical permit purchased by the contractor and deemed the connection and energization necessary to 
preserve life or property. Any contractor energizing a service prior to inspection assumes full responsibility for the 
installation of that service. The contractor must request the Division conduct an inspection on the next business day 
after the temporary service is energized. 
 
 05. Limited Electrical Installations. A limited electrical installer must be employed by an electrical 
contractor or limited electrical contractor in the same restricted category and may only countersign a limited 
electrical contractor’s license application as supervising limited electrical installer for work within the same 
restricted category. Limited electrical installations must comply with the National Electrical Code, as amended 
herein. The following categories of electrical installations constitute limited electrical installations, the practice of 
which shall require an electrical contractor or limited electrical contractor license and supervision by a journeyman, 
master electrician, or limited electrical installer: (        ) 
 
 a. Elevator, Dumbwaiter, Escalator, or Moving-Walk Electrical. An elevator electrical limited 
licensee is only authorized to install, maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and wiring beyond the 
disconnect switch in the machine room of the elevator and pertaining directly to the operation and control thereof 
when located in the elevator shaft and machine room. (        ) 
 
 b. Sign Electrical. A sign electrical limited licensee is only authorized to install, maintain, repair, and 
replace equipment, controls, and wiring on the secondary side of sign disconnecting means; provided the 
disconnecting means is located on the sign or within sight therefrom.  (        ) 
 
 c. Manufacturing or Assembling Equipment. A licensed limited electrical manufacturing or 
assembling equipment installer is only authorized to install, maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and 
accessory wiring, integral to the specific equipment, on the load side of the equipment disconnecting means. 
Electrical service and feeder are to be installed by others. The licensee may also install circuitry in modules or 
fabricated enclosures for the purpose of connecting the necessary components which individually bear a label from a 
nationally recognized testing laboratory when such equipment is designed and manufactured for a specific job 
installation.  (        ) 
 
 i. This subsection does not apply to a limited electrical manufacturing or assembling equipment 
installer installing electrical wiring, equipment, and apparatus in modular buildings as that phrase is defined in 
Section 39-4105, Idaho Code. Only journeyman electricians and electrical apprentices, employed by an electrical 
contractor, may perform such installations. (        ) 
 
 d. Limited Energy Electrical. Limited energy systems are defined as fire and security alarm systems, 
class 2 and class 3 signaling circuits, key card operators, nurse call systems, motor and electrical apparatus controls 
and other limited energy applications covered by the NEC. Unless exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code, any 
person who installs, maintains, replaces or repairs electrical wiring and equipment for limited energy systems in 
facilities other than one (1) or two (2) family dwellings shall be required to have a valid limited energy limited 
electrical license.   (        ) 
 
 i.  Limited energy systems do not include, and no license of any type is required for, the installation 
of landscape sprinkler controls or communication circuits, wires and apparatus that include telephone systems, 
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telegraph facilities, outside wiring for fire and security alarm systems which are used for communication purposes, 
and central station systems of a similar nature, PBX systems, audio-visual and sound systems, public address and 
intercom systems, data communication systems, radio and television systems, antenna systems and other similar 
systems.   (        ) 
 
 e. Irrigation Sprinkler Electrical. An irrigation system electrical limited licensee is only authorized to 
install, maintain, repair and replace equipment, controls and wiring beyond the disconnect switch supplying power 
to the electric irrigation machine. The irrigation machine is considered to include the hardware, motors and controls 
of the irrigation machine and underground conductors connecting the control centers on the irrigation machine to the 
load side of the disconnecting device. Disconnect device to be installed by others. (        ) 
 
 f. Well Driller and Water Pump Installer. A license holder in this category is only authorized to 
perform the following types of installations: (        ) 
 
 i. Single or three (3) phase water pumps: install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical 
equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting 
device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others. (        ) 
 
 ii. Domestic water pumps, one hundred twenty/two hundred forty (120/240) volt, single phase, sixty 
(60) amps or less: install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump 
motor up to and including the disconnecting device. (        ) 
 
 iii. Temporarily connect into a power source to test the installations, provided that all test wiring is 
removed before the installer leaves the site. (        ) 
 
 iv. Individual residential wastewater pumping units. Install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical 
equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to and including the disconnecting device for systems 
that serve one-family, two-family, or three-family residential installations. (        ) 
 
 g. Refrigeration, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Electrical Installer. A license holder in this category 
is only authorized to perform the following types of installations, which installations shall be limited to factory-
assembled, packaged units: (        ) 
 
 i. Heating Units (single phase): install, repair, and maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and 
accessories from the unit up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to 
be installed by others. (        ) 
 
 ii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning Equipment and Heat Pumps (single phase): install, repair, and 
maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the unit up to the load side, including fuses, of the 
disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others. (        ) 
 
 iii. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems (three (3) phase): install, maintain, and 
repair all electrical equipment and accessories up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device. 
Disconnecting device to be installed by others. (        ) 
 
 h. Outside Wireman. Applicants for this license category shall provide documentation of having 
completed an electrical lineman apprenticeship program or similar program approved by the U.S. Department of 
Labor, Office of Apprenticeship. Any person currently licensed in this category is only authorized to perform the 
following types of installations: (        ) 
 
 i. Overhead distribution and transmission lines in excess of six hundred (600) volts. (        ) 
 
 ii. Underground distribution and transmission lines in excess of six hundred (600) volts. (        ) 
 
 iii. Substation and switchyard construction in excess of six hundred (600) volts. (        ) 
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 i. Solar Photovoltaic. Applicants for this license category shall provide proof of photovoltaic 
installer certification by the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP) or equivalent. Any 
person licensed in this category is only authorized to perform the following types of installations: (        ) 
 
 i. Solar Photovoltaic DC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all electrical equipment, 
wires, and accessories up to and including the inverter. (        ) 
 
 ii. Solar Photovoltaic micro-inverter/AC Systems: Install, maintain, repair, and replace all electrical 
equipment, wires, and accessories up to and including the AC combiner box. (        ) 
 
 06. Certification And Approval of Electrical Products and Materials. All materials, devices, 
fittings, equipment, apparatus, luminaires, and appliances installed or to be used in installations that are supplied 
with electric energy must be approved as provided in one (1) of the following methods: (        ) 
 
 a. Testing Laboratory. Be tested, examined, and certified (Listed) by a Nationally Recognized 
Testing Laboratory (NRTL). (        ) 
 
 b. Field Evaluation. Non-listed electrical equipment may be approved for use through a field 
evaluation process performed in accordance with recognized practices and procedures such as those contained in the 
2012 edition of NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice and Procedures for Unlabeled Electrical Equipment Evaluation 
published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). Such evaluations shall be conducted by: (        ) 
 
 i. A field evaluation body approved by the authority having jurisdiction. The field evaluation body 
shall meet minimum recognized standards for competency, such as NFPA 790 - Standard for Competency of Third-
Party Field Evaluation Bodies, 2012 edition, published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA); or 
   (        ) 
 
 ii. In the case of industrial machinery only, as defined by NFPA 79 - Electrical Standard for 
Industrial Machinery, 2012 edition, a field evaluation may be performed by a professional engineer currently 
licensed to practice electrical engineering by the state of Idaho and who is not involved in the design of the 
equipment being evaluated or the facility in which the equipment is to be installed. (        ) 
 
 c. Availability of NFPA Standards. The most recent edition of NFPA 790 - Standard for Competency 
of Third-Party Field Evaluation Bodies and NFPA 791 - Recommended Practice and Procedures for Unlabeled 
Electrical Equipment Evaluation published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) are available at the 
Division. (        ) 
 
300. CIVIL PENALTIES. 
The acts described in this section subject the violator to a civil penalty not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) 
for each separate count or offense. (        ) 
 

01. Statute or Rule. Failure to comply with any provision of Chapter 10, Title 54, Idaho Code or 
Board Rule.   (        ) 

 
02. Licensure or Registration. Except as provided by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code, performance of 

electrical work without an active license or registration as required by Chapter 10, Title 54, Idaho Code. General 
contractors registered pursuant to Section 54-1016, Idaho Code who submit a bid on a multi-trade construction 
project which includes a licensed electrical contractor’s pricing is not considered as acting or attempting to act as an 
electrical contractor. (        ) 
 
 03. Performance Outside Scope. Performance of any electrical installation, alteration, or 
maintenance by a limited electrical contractor, limited electrical installer, or trainee outside the scope of the limited 
electrical license or registration. (        ) 
 

04. Employees. Knowing employment of a person who does not hold an active license or registration 
to perform electrical work.  (        ) 
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 05.  Supervision. Working as an apprentice or limited electrical installer trainee without the required 
journeyman, master, or installer supervision or employing an apprentice or trainee without providing the required 
supervision.   (        ) 
 
 06.  Fees, Permits, and Inspections. Failure to obtain a required permit, pay applicable fees, properly 
post a permit, or request an inspection of any electrical work. (        ) 
 
 07. Corrections. Failure to make corrections in the time allotted in the notice on any electrical work. 
   (        ) 
 
 08. Misrepresentation of Fees. Misrepresentation of the permit or inspection fees to the customer.  
   (        ) 
 
 09. Advertising. Advertising to engage in the business, trade, practice, or work of an electrical 
contractor as defined in Sections 54-1003A and 54-1010, Idaho Code, without holding a current and valid electrical 
contractor license issued by the Division or advertising without including the contractor license number in the 
advertisement. Advertising includes, but is not limited to: newspaper, telephone directory, community flier ads or 
notices; telephone, television, radio, internet, or door-to-door solicitations. (        ) 
 
 10.  Order. Failure to comply with any lawful order of the Board or Division administrator.  (        ) 
 
400. (RESERVED) 
 
500.  PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS. 
 

01. Permits and Inspections.  
 
a. Permits. All electrical permits shall be purchased before work is commenced. Payment of the total 

permit fee shall be made prior to a final inspection. (        ) 
  

 i.  No wiring or equipment may be concealed in any manner from access or sight until the work has 
been inspected and approved for cover by the electrical inspector except for those installations pursuant to Section 
54-1005(3), Idaho Code. (        ) 
 

b. Completion of Installation. Each installation made by a permit holder or his authorized 
representative shall request an inspection from the Division.  (        ) 
 
 c. Expiration of Permits. Every permit issued shall expire and become null and void after three 
hundred sixty-five (365) days from the purchase date. A permit may be renewed for an additional year upon receipt 
of Division approval and payment of a sixty-five dollar ($65) renewal fee. (        ) 
 
 d. Transferring a Permit. A permit may be transferred to another eligible party if such party 
provides to the Division written authorization signed and notarized by the original permit holder consenting to the 
transfer itself and assigning all responsibilities and conditions incorporated into the original permit issuance. A 
permit may be transferred to the owner of the property on which the electrical work is to be performed and for which 
the permit was issued or such owner’s designated legal agent in cases where such owner has terminated his legal 
relationship with the electrical contractor who originally obtained the permit. An administrative fee in the amount of 
forty-five dollars ($45) for the transfer of the permit shall be assessed by the Division. (        ) 
 
 02. Fee Schedule. 
 
 a. Residential Permits. Includes associated buildings with wiring being constructed on each property. 
 

i. New residential construction permits, including multi-family dwellings: 
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New One- Family Dwelling Unit 

Up to 1,500 square feet of living space $130 

1,501 to 2,500 square feet of living space $195 

2,501 to 3,500 square feet of living space $260 

3,501 to 4,500 square feet of living space $325 

Over 4,500 square feet of living space 
$325 plus $65 for each additional 1,000 

square feet or portion thereof 

New Two- and Multi- Family Dwelling Unit 

Two-family dwellings $260 

Multi-family dwellings $130 per building plus $65 per unit 

 
   (        ) 
 
 ii. Existing Dwelling Unit Permit: sixty-five dollars ($65) per inspection. (        ) 
 
 b.  Other Installations Including Industrial and Commercial Permits. The following fees shall apply 
to industrial and commercial installations and installations not specifically mentioned elsewhere in this Fee 
Schedule. The electrical cost shall be the cost to the owner of all labor charges and all other costs that are incurred to 
complete the installation of all wiring and equipment installed as part of the system. Factory assembled industrial 
machinery to be operated by electrical energy shall not be included in calculating these fees.   
 
 i. Wiring cost not exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000): sixty dollars ($60) plus two percent 
(2%) of total wiring cost. (        ) 
 
 ii. Wiring cost over ten thousand dollars ($10,000) but not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars 
($100,000): two hundred sixty dollars ($260) plus one percent (1%) of wiring cost in excess of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000).  (        ) 
 
 iii. Wiring cost over one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000): one thousand one hundred sixty 
dollars ($1,160) plus one-half of one percent (.5%) of the portion of wiring costs exceeding one hundred thousand 
dollars ($100,000). (        ) 
 
 iv. Small work not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500) in cost and not involving a change in 
service connections: ten dollars ($10). (        ) 
 
 03. Requested Inspection Permit. A sixty-five dollar ($65) fee per inspection. (        ) 
 
 04. Reinspection Fees. A fee of sixty-five dollars ($65) per reinspection will be assessed for work not 
being ready for inspection, inaccurate description of jobsite locations or directions, or failure to respond to notice of 
correction. 
 
 05. Virtual Inspection Request. Forty-five dollar ($45) fee for Contractors and Specialty Contractors 
requesting a virtual inspection of qualified installations. 
 
 06. Plan Check Fee. Sixty-five dollar ($65) minimum for one (1) hour or less. Over one (1) hour: 
sixty-five dollars ($65) plus sixty-five dollars ($65) for each hour, or portion thereof, in excess of one (1) hour. 
   (        ) 
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600. IDAHO ELECTRICAL CODE. 
Pursuant to Section 54-1001, Idaho Code, the Board adopts the 2020 National Electrical Code (herein NEC) with the 
following amendments: (        ) 

01.  Article 110.3(A) and 110.3(B). Shall not apply to submersible well pumps installed in swimming 
and marine areas; provided however, such articles shall apply to all other equipment required in the installation of a 
submersible well pump in such areas except for the actual submersible well pump itself. (        ) 

 
02. Article 210.8 (A). Delete reference to 250-volt receptacles.  (        ) 
 
03. Article 210.8(A)(7) Sinks. Delete article 210.8(A)(7) and replace with the following: Sinks - 

located in areas other than kitchens where receptacles are installed within one and eight tenths (1.8) meters (six (6) 
feet) of the outside edge of the sink. (        ) 

 
04. Article 210.8(A)(10). Delete article 210.8(A)(10) Laundry Areas. (        ) 
 
05. Article 210.8 (F). Delete Article 210.8 (F) for GFCI protection for outdoor outlets.  (        ) 
 
06. Article 210.12 Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection. Shall apply in full. Exception: In 

dwelling units Arc-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection shall only apply to all branch circuits and outlets supplying 
bedrooms. All other locations in dwelling units are exempt from the requirements of Article 210.12.  (        ) 

 
07. Article 210.52(E)(3). Delete and replace with the following: Balconies, Decks, and Porches. 

Balconies, decks, and porches having an overall area of twenty (20) square feet or more that are accessible from 
inside the dwelling unit shall have at least one (1) receptacle outlet installed within the perimeter of the balcony, 
deck, or porch. The receptacle shall not be located more than two (2.0) meters (six and one half (6½) feet) above the 
balcony, deck, or porch surface. (        ) 

 
08. Article 230.67 Surge Protection. Delete NEC Article 230.67.  (        ) 
 
09. Article 230.85 Emergency Disconnects. Delete Article 230.85.  (        ) 
 
10. Article 314.27(C) Boxes at Ceiling-Suspended (Paddle) Fan Outlets. Delete second paragraph.  

   (        ) 
 
 11. Article 320.23. Where the height of a crawl space does not exceed one and four tenths (1.4) 
meters or four and one half (4.5) feet, it shall be permissible to secure NM cables, that run at angles with joist, to the 
bottom edge of joist. NM cables that run within two and one tenth (2.1) meters or seven (7) feet of crawl space 
access shall comply with Article 320.23. (        ) 
 
 12. Article 334.10(3). Delete and replace with the following: Other structures permitted to be of 
Types III, IV, and V construction. Cables shall be concealed within walls, floors, or ceilings that provide a thermal 
barrier of material that has at least a fifteen (15)-minute finish rating as identified in listings of fire-rated assemblies. 
For the purpose of this section, cables located in attics and underfloor areas that are not designed to be occupied 
shall be considered concealed. (        ) 
 
 13. Pole Lighting. Poles used as lighting standards along roadways only (parking areas are not 
roadways) that are forty (40) feet or less in nominal height and that support no more than four (4) luminaires 
operating at a nominal voltage of three hundred (300) volts or less to ground, shall not be considered a structure as it 
is defined as equipment by the NEC. The disconnecting means may be mounted to the pole or elsewhere in 
accordance with NEC, Article 225.32, exception 3. Special purpose fuseable connectors (model SEC 1791–DF or 
model SEC 1791-SF) or equivalent shall be installed in a listed handhole (underground) enclosure. The enclosure 
shall be appropriately grounded and bonded per the requirements of the NEC applicable to Article 230- Services. 
Overcurrent protection shall be provided by a (fast-acting – minimum - 100K RMS Amps 600 VAC) rated fuse. 
Wiring within the pole for the luminaires shall be protected by supplementary overcurrent device (time-delay – 
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minimum - 10K RMS Amps 600 VAC) in break-a-away fuse holder accessible from the hand hole. Any poles 
supporting or incorporating utilization equipment or exceeding the prescribed number of luminaires, or in excess of 
forty (40) feet, may be considered structures, and an appropriate service disconnecting means shall be required per 
the NEC. All luminaire- supporting poles shall be appropriately grounded and bonded per the NEC. A service may 
not need a Watt Hour Meter.  (        ) 
 
 14. Article 422.5 (A)(7). Delete Article 422.5 (A)(7) GFCI protection for dwelling unit dishwashers.  
   (        ) 
 
 15. Article 480.7(B) Battery Emergency Disconnect. Delete.  (        ) 
 
 16. Article 675.8(B). Compliance with Article 675.8(B) will include the additional requirement that a 
disconnecting means always be provided at the point of service from the utility no matter where the disconnecting 
means for the machine is located. (        ) 
 
 17. Article 682.10. Shall not apply to submersible well pumps installed in swimming and marine 
areas; provided however, such articles shall apply to all other equipment required in the installation of a submersible 
well pump in such areas except for the actual submersible well pump itself. (        ) 
 
 18. Article 682.11. Add the following exception: This article shall not apply to service equipment that 
is located on or at the dwelling unit and which is not susceptible to flooding. (        ) 
 
 19. Article 682.13. Add the following exceptions: (        ) 
 
 a. Exception No 1. Wiring methods such as HDPE schedule eighty (80) electrical conduit or its 
equivalent or greater and clearly marked at a minimum “Caution Electrical” to indicate that it contains electrical 
conductors shall be approved. It shall be buried whenever practical, and in accordance with the requirements of the 
authority having jurisdiction. The use of gray HDPE water pipe rated at two hundred (200) PSI (e.g. SIDR-7 or DR-
9) is suitable for use as a chase only when the following conditions are met: (        ) 
 
 i. When internal conductors are jacketed submersible pump cable. (        ) 
 
 ii. When used in continuous lengths, directly buried, or secured on a shoreline above and below the 
water line.  (        ) 
 
 iii. When submersible pump wiring terminations in the body of water according to 682.13 Exception 
No. 2 are met.  (        ) 
 
 b. Exception No 2. Any listed and approved splices required to be made at the submersible well 
pump itself, outside of a recognized submersed pump sleeve or housing, when wires are too large to be housed 
inside such sleeve, shall be covered with a non-metallic, impact resistant material, no less than one quarter (.25) 
inches thick, such as heavy-duty heat shrink or other equivalent method approved by the authority having 
jurisdiction. (e.g. install a heat shrink over the sleeve or housing that the submersible well pump is installed in, and 
then recover (apply heat) the heat shrink over both the HDPE and the water line). At least six (6) inches shall be 
over the sleeve and at least twelve (12) inches over the HDPE and water line. (        ) 
 
 c. Exception No. 3. Pipe, conduit, PVC well casing, or other electrically unlisted tubing may be used 
as a chase, but not as a raceway, to protect conductors or cables from physical damage. Conductors or cables within 
a chase shall be rated for the location. (        ) 
 
 20. Article 682.14. Add the following additional exception: For installations of submersible well 
pumps installed in public swimming and marine areas, submersible well pumps shall be considered directly 
connected and shall be anchored in place. Ballast is an acceptable form of anchoring. (        ) 
 
 21. Article 682.14(A). Add the following exception: For installations of submersible well pumps 
installed in public swimming and marine areas, motor controller circuits such as remotely located stop pushbutton/s, 
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disconnect/s, relay/s or switches shall be permitted as a required disconnecting means. Such circuits shall be 
identified at a minimum as “Emergency Pump Stop”, or “Emergency Stop” with other obvious indications on the 
visible side of the enclosure, that it controls a submersible pump in the body of water. (        ) 
 
 22. Article 682.15. Add the following exceptions: (        ) 
 
 a. Exception No. 1. Submersible pumps, and their motor leads, located in bodies of water, and that 
are rated sixty (60) amperes maximum, two hundred fifty (250) volts maximum of any phase, shall have GFCI or 
Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a maximum of thirty (30) milliamps or less, protected by 
means selected by a licensed installer, meeting listing or labeling requirements, and inspected by the AHJ prior to 
submersion in bodies of water. (        ) 
 
 b. Exception No. 2. Installations or repair and replacement of submersible pumps located in bodies 
of water, that are rated over sixty (60) amperes, and rated at any voltage, shall be evaluated by a qualified designer 
or experienced licensed contractor, or involve engineering or be engineered, for each specific application, with the 
goal of public safety. Whenever possible, GFCI or Ground Fault Equipment Protection designed to trip at a 
maximum of thirty (30) milliamps or less, meeting listing or labeling requirements, shall be installed, and inspected 
by the AHJ prior to submersion in bodies of water. (        ) 
 
 23. Article 690.12 Rapid Shut Down. Add following Exemptions: (        ) 
 
 a. PV systems not installed on or in buildings, PV output circuits and dc to dc converter output 
circuits that are installed in metallic raceways or metal clad cables, or installed in enclosed metallic cable trays, or 
are underground shall not be required to comply with Article 690.12. Detached structures whose sole purpose is to 
house PV system equipment shall not be considered buildings and thus may have roof mounted PV systems without 
rapid shutdown equipment according to this exception.  (        ) 
 

b. PV system circuits installed on or in buildings without the presence of a utility supplied power 
source shall not be required to comply with Article 690.12 where all of the following exist: (        ) 

i.  The minimum distance to bring electric utility power lines or service conductors to the building is 
one thousand (1,000) feet or greater; (        ) 

ii.  The building has a minimum setback distance of 100 feet from any building or structure located 
on adjacent properties;  (        ) 

 iii. A lockable service entrance rated AC disconnect is installed outside at a readily accessible loca-
tion; and  (        ) 

iv. The AC disconnect has a permanent placard or label with the following words or equivalent: 

WARNING 

SOLAR PV SYSTEM IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH RAPID SHUTDOWN 
 

The warning placard or label shall comply with Article 110.21(B). (        )  

 24. Article 706.15 Off Grid Systems. Replace 706.15 with the following. For one-family and two-
family dwellings, a disconnecting means or its remote control shall be located at a readily accessible location. (        ) 
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